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Living in Boscastle over the
last few months has not
been without its difficulties
and inconvenience and
the next few months look
like being equally chaotic.
The
seemingly
neverending regeneration works
continue apace (or not, as
it occasionally appears) and
I am sure that most of us are
heartily sick of the sight of
heavy plant, hard hats and
reflective jackets, �������������
tired of the

Editorial

noise of machinery and fed
up with the associated dust
&/or mud.
The current forecast is that:
‘...all work should be
completed in the car park by
26 February [then] Carillion
[will] relocate to a much
smaller establishment...close
to the Gateway Building...
Most reconstruction will be
completed before Easter and
the last work scheduled will
be in the harbour and focussed

on the rebuilding of the south
river bank [and] the final
tidying up across the whole
area will be completed.
‘The Gateway Building
is still forecast to be complete
by mid January and…it
is anticipated that work
will continue through the
Christmas period and may
include
some
weekend
working.
‘The road closure continues
...Excavation of the trenchline

uncovered
additional
problems which have taken
time to overcome but the
streetscape work has proceeded
in parallel...’
Hopefully by the next
Blowhole things will look
much better and life will
start to return to normal
after three and a half difficult
years.
Wishing everyone a Merry
Christmas and all good
wishes for a 2008
PA

Boscastle Blowhole Team
The editorial team reserves the right to edit, accept, or reject any material submitted for publication
in the Blowhole. The views expressed within the magazine are thoseof the contributors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the editorial team.
The team are: Philippa Arthan, Arthur Bannister, Joan Cork,
Daphne Rogers, Chris Rodda, Mary Shepherd & Noel Ward.
The next Blowhole will be published in March. The deadline for copy is 22nd February
Please ensure that your copy reaches us by then or we may be unable to include it, and it may mean that
the publication date is delayed. Thanks

For advertising queries, contact Daphne Rogers 01840 250244
Copies of the Blowhole are available by post at a cost of £1.95 per issue email the Blowhole
or phone 01840 250483 for subscription enquiries.
Communications to the Blowhole can be sent c/o Boscastle Post Office, Dunn Street,
Boscastle, PL35 0AA or by email to boscastleblowhole@yahoo.co.uk
The Blowhole is published 4 times a year and printed by Easyprint of Red Post, Nr Bude.

Valency
Taxis
Near Boscastle

Anita & David

Tel: 01840 211702
Licensed Private Hire

Mobile: 07974 835 084

Reliable & Friendly Service
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THE OLD MILL

BOSCASTLE
Antiques
Prints
Old Books
Bears
Linen
Soft Toys

Antique French Beds, Gifts, Cards,
Children’s Clothes, Soft Furnishings,
Tea Rooms ... and Much More!

Come And See For Yourself

tel: 01840 250230
www.boscastle-oldmill.co.uk

Congratulations

Carol Vincent wins Major New Award

Carole receives her award at the Precast Concrete Society Awards
Dinner in November. left to right: Brian Blessed, Carole Vincent
and Martin Clarke (Chief Executive of British Precast)
Photo © The Concrete Society - reproduced with permission from CONCRETE.

Carole Vincent has won
acclaim for her work with
concrete in which medium
she has developed the use of
natural colour and textures
Pictured above are John and Peggy Molesworth who have
to produce sculptures which
just celebrated their Diamond Wedding anniversary. They
can be seen throughout the
met in 1943 and were married in November 1947.
British Isles. Notable among
.1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
these are the Armada Dial
in Plymouth City Centre,
Basil and Jean Jose would like to thank family and
The Bude Light 2000, the
friends for all the cards, gifts and flowers received
Blue Circle Garden at the
on our Golden Wedding.
RHS Chelsea Flower Show
Also all those who came to our Open
and of course The Family
House and gave donations to Parkinson’s
which stands at the entrance
Disease amounting to £600.
to the local surgery. Carole
Thank you ‘ONE AND ALL’ for
is well known not only as a
making it such a special occasion.
sculptor but as an artist and
a teacher.

M. BIDDICK & SON LTD
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
The Willows
Boscastle
PL35 0AS

National Inspection Council for
Electrical Installation Contracting

N CEIC
APPROVED CONTRACTOR

Telephone: 01840 250448
Mobile: 07966 498733 or 07974 676583

In 2000 Carole was the
first woman to be made
a Fellow of the Concrete
Society and now, in
recognition of her work over
the years, she has been made
the first recipient of the
British Precast Creativity in
Concrete award for 2007.
This new Annual Award is
presented to an individual
who has enhanced the

image of concrete through
excellence
in
pre-cast
concrete technology, product
design, communications,
architecture or engineering.
Carole likes to work to
commissions for specific
environments and few
artists have so successfully
exploited concrete’s ability
to be free form shapes
or infused it with such
a dazzling spectrum of
colours.
Best Kept Village
Although judging for this
annual competition is not
until June/July, from now
until about Easter is a
relatively quiet time and so
hedges and walls bordering
pavements and roads of
properties can be given a
good tidying, with little risk
of disturbing wildlife.
Last year Boscastle was
‘Highly Commended’. If
everyone makes an effort,
perhaps we can get a place
this year.
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Here and There
The Cornwall
Watercolour Society
The Society was founded
in 2005 when a number
of artists from locations
throughout Cornwall came
together with the express
aim of promoting the
medium of water colour at a
level of excellence.
Over the last two
years the group has grown
steadily in size and now has
seventeen members with
a possibility of adding a
further eight in the future.
Applicants for membership
are always welcome, however,
this at the invitation
of an existing member
and subject to a selection
procedure of submitted
work.
Exhibitions are currently
held twice yearly in the
Summer and Winter and have
encompassed all parts of
Cornwall. In July this year
a highly successful show
was held in the Rock
Institute and the next event
is scheduled to be at the
Camelford Gallery from the
8th of December.
The Society would be
delighted to see you at their
next exhibition, more details
on page 10.
Jacqueline M A Jarvis

Pest Control
Some residents are having
problems with rodents.
The Council’s Pest Control
service can be contacted on
01208 262800. The officer
will make an appointment
to visit the premises and
deal with the unwelcome
intruders. Residents are not
charged for this service.
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News from the
Lookout
We were delighted that
Lesley McLennan chose
Boscastle Lookout (see p30)
as the starting point for her
charity cycle trip around
Cornwall. Lesley, originally
from Redruth,later Polruan
and Port Isaac had travelled
from Australia to undertake
the ride in memory of her
late brother who had a keen
interest in Coastwatch and
had a great deal of assistance
from
MacmillianCancer
Support, the two charities
to benefit from her 233 mile
trip. In all she managed to
visit 11 of the 13 stations
and raised over £5000 for
her two good causes. Thanks
for your efforts Lesley.
On a more local note we
have been forging closer
ties with our colleagues at
Stepper Point by Padstow
with a system of “Buddy
Calls” and an entertaining
skittles night.This year
we were pleased to have a
number of Watchkeeepers
at Forrabury Church for the
Remebrance Day service.
Our new volunteers
are coming through their
training well; this is the ideal
time of the year for people to
learn the ropes before next
year’s visitor season starts
and things get busy again.
So,if you, or anyone you
know, would be interested in
joining the team, John Davis
can arrange for you to visit
the lookout and spend some
time with an experienced
watchkeeper to get feel for
what is involved. You’ll find
him on 01840250741. MW

The digger crew from left to right are Czaran Rutherford
Paul Broadhurst (No relation to our Paul Broadhurst!)and Scott
Gray-Williams. They work for P.A.Broadhurst (S.W.) Ltd who has
been contracted to assist with the construction work in the Harbour.

Whilst digging a Trench on the South Side of the Harbour the
digger crew found this collection box which still contained
cash. As the box label was missing the crew gave the box
to Graham King to add to the Museum of Witchcraft’s Air
photo Graham King
Ambulance collection. Thanks Lads!
CARN AWN SINGERS
The last 12 months have
been a very eventful year
for the Singers. New venues
visited include the Eden
Project in November &
Blisland Church in August
at a concert in aid of the
Betjeman Appeal. The
Annual Concert in Port
Isaac, was a great success. A

concert was held in October
with the St. Minver Band
& Port Isaac Chorale at St.
Minver Church, again well
attended and enjoyable.
By the time you read
this, the Annual Christmas
Concert, with Christmas
Carols, readings and some
favourite musical items will
have taken place.

Boscastle Gallery
The Bridge, Boscastle
(01840) 250248

Paintings by local artists
A wide selection of prints and cards plus
an unusual mix of gifts and gadgets.

BOSCASTLE
PANTOMIME
Rehearsals
for
the
Pantomime are progressing
well. The Panto will be held
in the Village Hall during
February half term week
for 5 evenings starting on
Tuesday 12th Feb. Tickets
will be on sale in January
and will be advertised on
posters throughout the
village beforehand. Offers
of help during and prior to
the panto week would be
welcomed. Please phone
either Carole Flower 01840
250558 or Odette RigbyJones on 01840 250550

Chris Thomas in his studio

Artist Chris Thomas has
lived and worked in Trevalga
for the past 30 years and
some of his paintings have
recently been exhibited in
the Brian Sinfield Gallery in
Burford, Oxfordshire.
Over the last year he has
used a transit van as a mobile
studio, enabling him to travel
around the two peaks of
Brown Willy and Roughtor
which dominate Bodmin
Moor and experience the
‘phenomenal changing light

and...the amazing spaces it
illuminates’. He has captured
the essence of the Moor in
his wonderful paintings and
when the weather was too
inclement he painted wild
flowers and some figures.
Looking through the
catalogue one only wishes
that Chris had exhibited
his work a little nearer to
Boscastle so more of us
would have been able to
enjoy his talent.
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Private and commercial painters and decorators

Building &
Property Maintenance
Cornwall

Devon

01840 250047

01626 337596

BOSCASTLE BOWLS
CLUB
The Bowls Club is currently
at the top of the second
division in the Northern
Area Winter League of the
Cornwall Bowls Association.
They have 17 points out of a

possible 18, having won 5
games and drawn 1. They
still have three more clubs
to play with six games in all.
New members are still very
welcome to come along on
either Monday evenings at
7 p.m. or Friday afternoons
at 2 p.m. in the Community
and Recreation Centre.
Coffee Morning
World’s Biggest Coffee
Morning is one of the
biggest fundraising events in
the UK, with an estimated 2
million people rasing their
mugs for Macmillan last
year. This yea’rs event took
place in late September with
over 44,000 people hosting
a coffee morning.
Lynn Biddick hosted a
Macmillan Coffee Morning
in Boscastle and raised the
magnificent sum of £640.
Thanks to all who helped
and supported.

Boscastle Post Office
YOUR LOCAL BANK
FREE cash withdrawals for:
Nationwide
Barclays
Lloyds TSB
Alliance & Leicester
CO-OP
All other Banks basic accounts

PLUS:
●
●
●
●
●

Motor vehicle licensing
Bill paying
Photocopying and laminating
Mobile phone top-ups
Greetings cards and stationery

David and Susan

Tel: 01840 250 259
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and many strange happenings which are
made immediate to us by the familiar
names, Trebarwith, Davidstow, Bodmin.
The stories are economically written,
with an immediacy created by use of
short sentences and paragraphs and
frequent dialogue. Scenes are set vividly
by keenly observed detail. Characters are
convincingly drawn and plots move on
speedily. The whole collection offers a
page-turning read!

There is rarely a dull moment in Boscastle, and
this autumn is no exception: Chris Johnson,
founder and principal guru and teacher of
the Boscastle Language School, has just selfpublished his first collection of short stories,
entitled ‘Daylight Robbery’.
The ten short stories, five of which are set
in Cornwall, are all based to some degree on
Chris’ own experiences and encounters with
a number of intriguing characters, and range
from tales of crime and suspense to seduction
and intrigue. There is plenty of local colour,
with tales of money laundering in Wadebridge
and Boscastle, (including mentions of wellknown residents,) smuggling around Rusey,

With a varied and eclectic background
in, amongst others, advertising, marketing
and promotional activities, Chris has no
shortage of extraordinary anecdotes at his
fingertips with which to regale his listeners
and readers. His inspiration seems to come
both from both his varied past business
contacts, and current encounters with
many students of different nationalities.
He is both optimistic and excited at the
possibilities of launching a new career as
author: not only has he completed the
27,000 word script of a novel ‘Twice
upon a Time in the West‘, but he also has
completed four more short stories already
for a second new collection he hopes to
publish next year.
Chris spends three hours a day
writing, mostly editing existing works in
the summer when the Language School
is busy, but producing new material in
the winter months. He says he writes
‘cinematically’, seeing the scenes in his
head: a story is born in his mind and

PARKWAY

ESTATE AGENTS, BUSINESS TRANSFERS, SURVEYORS & VALUERS

Contact Parkway Estate Agents for a Free Market Appraisal

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Estate Agents
Business Transfer
Surveying & Architectural Drawing
Permanant Tenancy Letting
Stroud & Swindon Building Society
Mortgage And Investment
Insurance

www.parkwaycornwall.co.uk
Offices at:

Camelford ~ 6 Market Place 01840 212121
Tintagel ~ Fore Street 01840 770825
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he begins to write, not
knowing the outcome
until perhaps two-third of
the way through. ‘Then I
know what will happen,’
he says. ‘I am learning all
the time and improving
as time goes by.’ Although
he does not model himself
on a particular author, he
produces his own genre of
writing, he mentions names
like Raymond Carver and
Quentin Tarantino, whose
stories and screenplays
have
the
spare
and
quirky atmosphere which
characterises much of Chris’
work. He acknowledges a
debt to a number of friends
and students who have given
him informed editorial
advice. Plus wife Di who
did the cover photo and art
work.
The book is available,
price £6.99, at Rocky Road,
A1 Fruiterers, Boscastle
Newsagents, Boscastle Post
Office, Visitor Centre and
Bottreaux Garage.
For
more
details,
ring Chris on 01840
250636 or email him at
Jdrawingboard@aol.com

Ruth and Alan Watson wish you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy 2008:

ST CHRISTOPHER’S
HOTEL
High Street,
Boscastle,
PL35 0BD

Situated in the old,
upper part of this
beautiful harbour
village, with its spectacular coast and countryside
● 9 ensuite Rooms
Tel:
● Bed and Breakfast
● Coffee & Tea making facilities in every room

01840 250412

email: stchristophers@hotmail.com

Celebrations at Lesnewth as New Bridge is Opened

Boscastle First
Responders
Buy Training
Equipment
Boscastle First Responders
have been able to purchase
a complete set of training
resuscitation manikins at a
cost of £450.
The money has come
from local villages, events and
visitors plus £200 from the
Camelford darts league.

Happy to be able to cross the stream again!

A new bridge, which
has replaced the one
washed away in Lesnewth
Churchyard in the 2004
floods, was officially reopened in October.
Chris Monk, from
Cornwall County Council
said: “The site was badly
damaged in the floods of
2004 The banks of the
stream in the churchyard
were washed away and the
old footbridge collapsed
into the void. Rebuilding
the banks to support the
site of the replacement
footbridge was one of the
most challenging sites we
have ever dealt with. Special
licences had to be sought
from the Diocese, English
Nature and the Environment

Agency because of the special
risks at the site, including an
ancient Cornish cross that
was teetering on the edge
as well as some graves that
were in danger. The team
from Cormac did a brilliant
job and we’d also like to
thank local landowners,
Johnny Bamford and Simon
McNair-Scott for their help,
as well as the Parochial
Church Council and local
residents for being so patient
whilst the works were being
planned and executed. We
are really proud to have
built something that will be
here for many generations
to come.” A spokesman for
Lesnewth PCC said they
were absolutely delighted
to have the repairs in the

AN PARTRIC K
T
S
I
T R D. ROOTS
CONSTRUCTION
EXTENSIONS • RENOVATIONS
NEW BUILD • BATHROOMS

Call Mobile 07989 327 873
OR 07968 808 135
FREE QUOTATIONS

photo by Val Gill

churchyard completed.
“Cornwall
County
Council have done a
wonderful job for us ...
we are very grateful.”
The bridge is made of
oak, and the stream
bank has been reinforced
to support the burial
ground. While work
was in progress, some
artefacts were retrieved
from the stream bed,
and are believed to be
from the original church
building. The PCC hope
to have these displayed in
the church permanently
at a later date.
Members of the PCC
have expressed their
thanks to everyone who
sent in donations.

During the summer the
Boscastle First Responders
were trained by the South West
Ambulance Service in the use
of blood pressure equipment,
pulse rate and blood oxygen
saturation levels, temperature
taking
equipment
and
dressings for burns.
The First Responders have
already received £200 from the
Trevalga fete allowing them to
buy the above equipment for
which they have recently been
trained.
The Responders wish to
thank all those who have
helped them over the last few
months.
More volunteers with a
few hours to spare are always
needed. Anyone interested
should
contact
group
coordinator Frances Hegarty
on 01840 250131 or Malcolm
Green on 01840 250527

WESTERINGS
Spacious Self-Catering
Accommodation
- Open All Year Shirley Wakelin

Forrabury, Boscastle
Tel: 01840 250314
Website: www.westeringsholidays.co.uk
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County Councillor,
Glenton Brown writes:
I have indicated in previous
articles that I would write in
greater detail regards the new
One Cornwall Council.
The joint Council has
now been put into place
consisting twelve County
Councillors and twelve
District Councillors, being
two members from each of
the six District Councils
thus making twenty four
members in all.
Councillor
Janey
Comber the member for

the Camelford Division
is to serve on this
joint Committee. It is
really essential that this
Committee can put together
a policy that will serve all
the people of Cornwall in
the best possible sense for
their local conditions.
Whilst there will no
doubt be much debate on
what should, or should
not become new Policy it
is essential that the right
policy is achieved which
will serve our area best, and
the encouraging fact is that
we have this opportunity
now to fight our corner for
the services that are most
effective for our needs and
for our fair share of the
cake.

HAIR
&
BEAUTY

01840 213974
14 Market Place
Camelford

Seasons Greetings
to our customers

into being early May 2009
following
the
election.
The joint Committee will
have then done its duty in
presenting for full approval
by Council of a policy that
is going to bring services as
close and effectively to the
Regards the Parish and electorate as possible.
This might mean Cornwall
Town Councils, this provides
the moment when Parish working from four link areas
Councils can take on as little or network areas whatever
or as much as they feel able. they may be called which
To gain the best services would have its own centre
for their areas might mean and officers and one stop
linking up or working closer shops to serve all the main
with other Councils, and towns in Cornwall, with of
to share Secretarial, Parish course the availability of a
handyman, and maybe even new Cornish Monthly paper
with information and contact
plant.
Reaction at the moment details and telephone/email
is that some Council’s can for contact.
It is crucial we get
sufficient funding and
advisory backup and facilities
to service our schools and
youth work, environmental
health, adult social care,
housing, child and family
services, the fire service.

see benefits from a new
clearer and simplified means
of service rather than having
so many departments to have
to approach to for help.

Councillor Comber is
getting a good response
from Parish Councils to be
represented with the North
Cornwall District Council
in working together and to
seek to run as a shadow/pilot
council to achieve a successful
One Cornwall Council.

Why the change you
might ask? the answer
I would suggest is for
improved services and
I would like to take this
financial saving from cutting
opportunity to Wish You A
down on duplication.
The new One Cornwall Very Happy Christmas &
GB
Council
should
come New Year.

The Bottreaux Restaurant Boscastle Bakery
Boscastle

2 AA rosettes
Keith Robbins welcomes you to one of Cornwall’s
finest restaurants to enjoy a delicious meal, using
fresh local produce ~ 2 courses £23, 3 courses £28

Relax before dinner in the comfortable fully
licensed slate floored 16th century bar.
Rooms available from £32.50
per person per night B&B

Tel. 01840 250 231
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We sell freshly baked
bread, pasties,
handmade cakes,
scones and pastries,
takeaway tea, coffee,
drinking chocolate
and sandwiches. Plus
a large range of cold
drinks.

Limited opening hours through Winter months.
See shop window for details.
4 Bridge Walk, Boscastle, PL35 0HE

Tel: 01840 250205
Merry Christmas to all our customers 

Victim Support
Cornwall needs
Volunteers
Victim Support Cornwall,
the local charity for victims
of crime, is currently
recruiting people to train
to be Community Service
volunteers.
Community
Service
volunteers provide emotional
support, practical help and
information to anyone
who has been a victim of
crime, whether or not they
choose to report the crime
to the police. In 2006/7
over 10,000 people living
in Cornwall were offered
support by the charity, but
to continue doing this, more
volunteers are needed.
“Becoming a victim of
crime can be a very traumatic
experience, regardless of the
nature of the crime. Some
people will want to talk
about what has happened
to them and how they are
feeling” said Jerry Campion,
Senior Community Service
Manager, “whilst others
will be more interested in
knowing what is happening
to their case and whether

they will have to go to
court to give evidence. Our
volunteers offer support
tailored to each individual.”
Community
Service
Volunteers attend initial
training which covers issues
such as the impact of crime,
equality and diversity, active
listening skills and offering
practical
support
and
crime prevention advice.
Having gained experience,
volunteers can elect to attend
specialist training courses
which equip them to offer
support to victims of serious
crimes such as sexual assault,
domestic violence and racist
crimes and to the families of
homicide victims.
Victim Support Cornwall
is currently recruiting new
volunteers to attend next
year’s training course, which
begins in March. Anyone
interested in learning more
about this opportunity
to help members of the
community who become
victims of crime, is asked
to call Linda on 01726
76145 or email training@
vscornwall.co.uk for more
information.

Quality Beef & Lamb
direct from your local farm
Our small farm shop opened last summer
Call in and choose your meat
Pedigree North Devon cattle and Dorset lamb
Free-range eggs
Small orders as welcome as large
Free delivery to Boscastle
Phone orders welcome

Robin & Jackie Haddy
Home Farm, Boscastle
01840 250195
Also available - farmhouse B & B and
self-catering cottage with splendid sea views

Lesnewth Official Rain Station
Rainfall totals:

2006
2007
September
63.6mm
44.6mm
October
163.2mm
84.3mm
November
214.5mm 142.5mm
The greatest rainfall on one the 27th, but one had to be
day in September 2007 was around early to notice.
10.3mm on the 23rd. The October greatest rainfall in
first 15 consecutive days one day was almost 50mm,
were dry with beautiful there were lots of blue sky
autumn sunshine, although days with warm sunshine
the second half of the month and hardly any wind. In
had some showers, overall November the most rain in
the sun shone for us. First one day was 30.mm on the
frost was on the morning of 30th. 		
Val Gill

Boscastle Pottery
Est: 1962

A family run studio pottery, we are probably the
World’s largest established dedicated Mochaware
nakers. We can decorate our pots with the most
delicate trees and ferns as if by magic.
So come and watch the trees grow!

OPEN ALL THROUGH THE YEAR
Nanette, Tim amd Roger Irving Little
The Old Bakery, Boscastle
Tel: 01840 250291

Christopher Key
Solicitor

Trebiffen, Boscastle, PL35 0BN
Tel: 01840 250200 Fax: 01840 250900
Established 1997
serving the local community
conveyancing & wills
probate, general litigation, etc
Member Law Society Personal Injury Panel
Agricultural Specialist
Harbour Secretary
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JOHN KINSMAN
John was born on October
6th 1941, to Charlie and
Violet Kinsman at the family
home of Dunfarley. He was
the youngest and only son
, having five older sisters,
Gloria, Madeline, Pearl,
Yvonne and Hester. John
lived in Boscastle all his life,
a proud Cornishman and a
Proper Boscollian.

His school days were at
Boscastle Primary School,
under the then headmaster,
Mr Fradgley. Most of the
summer holidays were spent
at the harbour and he was a
very accomplished swimmer
and a wonderful diver, He
would dive from any height
and he was one of a group of
friends who would regularly
swim from the harbour out
around The Meachard and
back
In later years this
aptitude for swimming was
soon spotted by John in
Joanne. He loved to take
her down to the harbour
on summer evenings, put
on her armbands and swim
beside her across from one

side of the harbour to the
other. Each time he would
let down her armbands a
little and, within days, she
could swim unaided. How
he enjoyed being at the
harbour swimming with
Joanne, her friends Jo Ferret,
Carolyn and Diane Biddick
and their dads! Even when all
the children were grown up
into their teens we would all
still go down to the harbour
swimming summer evenings
after work. These were good
happy times.
On leaving school he
joined his dad at Penpethy
quarry, where after learning
his trade, he became an
accomplished stone mason.
This was to play a large part
in his future life, taking him
to surprising places. I recall
one evening when John
came home with a big grin
on his face and exclaimed,
‘You’ll never guess what!
Angela Ripon next stop!’
He built her a fireplace
which stretched the length
of her lounge, using granite
from her own garden. She

THE CORNWALL

WATERCOLOUR
SOCIETY

presents an exhibition of work at

the camelford gallery

23 market place
camelford, PL32 9PD
sat

8 dec until sat 12 jan 2OO8

opening times

- 10.3O to 17.3O

CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY, BOXING DAY
& NEW YEAR’S DAY

www.thecamelfordgallery.co.uk
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tel: 0184O 21398O

was so taken that she kept
As a teenager John
him there for weeks finding would go with his friend
other jobs for his skill.
Nick Garbutt, who had
As a teenager he found his a sports car, and Peter
first love was motorbikes and Stedman to Brandshatch
cars. He owned a Triumph and Goodwood. They would
Tiger 100 bike and you knock his sister Hester up
always knew it was John, as because they’d have nowhere
it seemed to have a sound to stay! One of his most
of its own, which you could privileged moments there
hear half a mile away. Often was when he met Graham
on a Sunday afternoon the Hill and Colin Chapman.
boys would gather and there
would be timed races from the
bridge to Ringford Corner
and back. On a Saturday
evening the Boscastle and
Bude boys would congregate
down the harbour by Mrs
Piper’s café and would ride
around seeing who would
end up in the river first,
Boscastle or Bude!

Even during his illness he
rebuilt a Peugeot 406, sitting
on a chair if need be. He was
never happier than when
sharing his knowledge of
cars with friends or helping
them make purchases. On
the last occasion he helped
our friend Janet buy her new
car.
Football was another
of his loves. He played for
Camelford British Railways
and Tintagel at first, but
was ready and willing when
Boscastle was reformed.
He was the old fashioned
centre half, with a ‘never
give in’ attitude, he had a
determination which rubbed
off on all the team.

Cars were probably his
greatest hobby, when he
wasn’t reading about them,
fitting them up or driving
them, he could talk to
anyone about most cars and
give you all its specifications.
One of his first cars which
was his pride and joy was his
Sunbeam Rapier. He loved
rallying both as a competitor
John liked his dancing
and a spectator.
as well! Saturday evenings

JOHN KINSMAN
started off at The Cobweb
then, about 11pm, pile
into cars and off to Castle
Hotel where there was
always music and everyone
met up. John was a good
rock and roller, nifty and
nimble for a big man. At
about 1am we’d go back
to Boscastle for coffee
somewhere and home at a
very late hour.
John continued to
develop his stone craft
and opened a small
workshop just below New
Bridge Corner where he
made most of his garden
ornaments, slabs, fireplaces
and anything else he could
make out of stone. Ill
health with his shoulders
meant,eventually, that he
could not carry on his
stone work. He reluctantly
sold up and was home
ill for some considerable
time. Being unable to
do heavy manual work
again, he was thinking of
what he might do. When
I first suggested running a
taxi what horror! ‘People
getting in and out of my
car, slamming doors,
getting it dirty! NO
WAY IN ANY CAR OF
MINE’
John Blunt finally
persuaded him to give it a
try and Valency Taxis was
born, which he ran until
ill health made him sell
up.
He got such pleasure
from his taxi work and
one of his greatest delights
was the work he did for
Martin Clunes. They
became great friends and

we all really appreciated
Martin giving up time
to come and see John at
home. He stayed the whole
evening here with all of us
and it meant so much that
a really busy man had taken
time out for John. It was
very touching and did John
the world of good then
and when Martin took the
trouble to phone Derriford
Hospital and speak to
John.
John also found a
dear friend in Bet, his
lead haematologist nurse
who developed a real
attachment to him. She has
kept in touch and recently
was delighted to tell me
that they had purchased
two special reclining chairs
with the donations received
on behalf of John. They
are dedicated, with a brass
plaque, to the memory of
John and the care he received
there. His cheerfulness and
courage was an inspiration
to the whole ward.
Although he became
very ill, John was positive
throughout. He refused to
stop living life to the full.
We even managed two
holidays with our friends,
John and Wendy, which
have left us with treasured
memories. His fight and
determination is what
keeps us strong now.
John
was
never
miserable, he was cheerful,
happy and loved life.
He was a loving
husband, Dad, brother,
uncle, cousin and friend.

THE NATIONAL TRUST
Café conversion
In October 2007 work
began to convert the
former
retail
unit
(formerly
Cornish
Goodies and more
recently
Boscastle
Trading
Company)
into a café. The work is
progressing well and the
café is planned to open
around Easter 2008.
Lower Bridge
The replacement Lower
Bridge is due to arrive
in December. This will
involve using one of
the largest road cranes
available to lift into
position the two halves
of the bridge.
Car Park
The surfacing is being
installed on the landward
end of the pay and display
car park. This consists of
a plastic reinforcing grid
which has either gravel or
grass within it. This will
give a more naturalistic

look which could not
be achieved through a
tarmac surfacing.
Valency Valley
Practical work within the
valley is due to start before
Christmas and will involve
coppicing a number of
trees as reported in earlier
editions of the Blowhole.
Also in the valley we
will be using a woodsman
to fell some oak trees and
convert these into benches
for the courtyard between
the Visitor Centre and the
Lime Kiln. We are also
identifying other places
within the lower village
area where resting points
may be of benefit
Jeff Cherrington
National Trust
Assistant Property
Manager
01288 331372 or

jeff.cherrington@
nationaltrust.org.uk

WESTERN SUPPLY COMPANY
Established 1965

Builders Merchant & Decorator Centre for Trade & DIY
Come and see our wide range of products including:
♦ An Extensive Range of Decorative Slabs & Decking ♦
♦ Fencing Panels ♦ Plasterboard ♦ Plywood ♦ Treated Timber ♦
♦ Planed Timber & Mouldings ♦ Graded Sawn Timber ♦
♦ Sand ♦ Concrete Blocks ♦ Chippings ♦ Cement ♦
♦ Plumbing Fittings ♦ Electrical Fittings & Cable ♦
♦ Screws ♦ Fixings ♦ Insulation Products ♦
♦ Hardware ♦ New & Second Hand Goods etc ♦
... and a paint mixing machine that can mix thousands of colours!

COME AND HAVE A LOOK!

Atlantic Road, Delabole (01840) 212580
Open 7 days (Sat & Sun morning only) Ample Parking Deliveries arranged

He is sadly missed by
all.
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From the C of E Minister

The bells of waiting Advent ring John
Betjeman’s opening line of one of my
favourite poems ‘Christmas’. What
are the bells of Advent calling you to
do in preparation for the joy of our
Christmas celebrations?
The children have had the Advent
Adventure Club during the first
weekend of December. The grownups have the imaginative & ongoing
Wednesday evening ‘Ready &
Waiting’ study & discussion group to
get the ‘little grey cells’ up & working
& thinking & praying as part of our
Advent preparation for Christmas. And
then there are all the practical things filling a shoe box for a child who may
not get any other Christmas gift (hope
that you did one!) and all the other
things that have to be done at home,
work & throughout the community!
The Sunday next before Advent has
that arresting collect ‘Stir us we beseech
thee O Lord the wills of thy faithful
people’. Not only a last minute reminder
to make the Christmas puds(!) but a
timely reminder that Advent Sunday
is the beginning of the churches ‘New
Year’ and time to make our Christian
new year’s resolutions. (Not of course
the sort of resolutions that we make on
Dec 31st & will already have broken
by tea time on Jan 1st!) I hope that
for all of you, your Advent resolution
2007 will be ‘to continue to do better
what you already do so well!’
I have to say ( and often do when
telling friends about the privilege that
I am enjoying of working with you all
during the interregnum) how extremely
impressed I am with all that so many
people do to make the life & worship
& witness of the church happen in our
seven vibrant parish communities.
So again, as Betjeman expresses it
- when ‘The Christmas morning bells
say ‘‘Come!’ do just that & come, with
family & friends & neighbours &
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strangers, to one (or all!) of the group
Christmas services with joyful &
willing hearts, and renewed resolve,
to respond to the Greatest Gift of All
- the gift of God’s Son - Emmanuel
- GOD WITH US.
And ..........when it comes..........
A very happy, peaceful & blessed
Christmas to you all!
Revd Rob Yeomans

Christmas Services
Sunday 16th
Lesnewth: Holy Communion, 10am
Advent 3
Trevalga: Holy Communion
11.30am
Forrabury: Carol Service 3pm
Sunday 23rd
Forrabury: Holy Communion 10am
Advent 4
Trevalga: Holy Communion
11.30am
Davidstow: Morning Prayer 11.30am
Lesnewth: Crib Service 3pm
Monday 24th
Minster: Holy Communion
(said)11am
Eve of the Nativity
Forrabury: Crib Service 4.30pm
Davidstow: Service of Light 7.30pm
Lesnewth: Midnight Mass 11.30pm
Forrabury: Midnight Mass 11.30pm
Christmas Day, Tuesday 25th
St Juliot: Group Service of Holy
Communion 10.30am
Sunday 30th
Otterham: Group Service of Holy
Communion 10.30am
Epiphany, 6th Jan
Forrabury: Morning Worship 10am
Otterham: Holy Communion
11.30am
Trevalga: Morning Prayer 11.30am
Lesnewth: Epiphany Carols 3pm
Forrabury: Together@3 at 3pm

From the Methodist Minister
I don’t think that I have ever seen a list of
the ‘Top Ten’ Christmas Carols. If such
a list was compiled it is highly likely
that such Carols as ‘While Shepherds
watched their flocks by night’, ‘Away
in a Manger’, ‘Silent Night’ and ‘Hark
the Herald Angels Sing’ would be high
up on the list but not in that order.
It would be an interesting exercise
for a family or community group to
compile their ‘Top Ten’ Carols, and
just as interesting to see the results.
At some stage over the coming
weeks of the preparation for, and
celebration of Christmas we shall find
ourselves singing the familiar words of
the popular carols. These words were
not just written for fun, but written
by people who were really inspired to
write them to express aspects of the
Christmas Story and its meaning for
us. If you have ever tried writing poetry
and not been inspired you will know
how important ‘inspiration’ is for the
poet.
All those who write songs and
poetry hope that others will be
inspired in thought and action by their
‘inspired’ words. This naturally leads to
the question of how are we inspired by
the words of the Carols, which we will
sing and hear over the coming weeks?
At Christmas we are celebrating the
birth of a person whose impact on the
history of the world, and in the lives of
people is profound. All of our present
day counting of the years is based on
the year of Jesus’ birth.
Usually when one writes about
the birth and life of a significant
person we use the past tense but when
writing about Jesus one has to use the
present tense because his impact is
still profound. The things he taught
about the everlasting love of God and
of God’s desire that we all live out our
lives in His way are still significant
for many people. This significance is

being seen and acknowledged by many
people everyday – 15,000 people a day
in China.
It is good to think about the words
we sing such as:
‘A Saviour who is Christ the Lord
And this shall be the sign’
Or: ‘Fit us for heaven to live with thee
there’
Or: ‘Love is smiling from they face’
Or: ‘Pleased as man with men to dwell
Jesus, our Immanuel’.
(Immanuel means God with us).
These are words that are as much
about our present day living and attitude
to life as they were to those who first
penned them. If they are, or become
more, meaningful to you over this
Christmas Season then you are on the
way to discovering the real meaning of
Christmas.
We pray that you will experience
much joy, peace and blessing this
Christmas and in 2008.
Bryan & Sue Ede

P.S. You will be very welcome to
share in all of our Advent and Christmas
Season Services.

The Christmas events at Boscastle
Methodist Church include our Carol
Evening with St. Genny’s Band on
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20th at
7pm.
Our Christmas Day Service with
Holy Communion is at 9.30am
.1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

We are in the process of conducting
a survey of all gravestones and
memorials for health and safety
as required by the quinquennial
inspection of Forrabury Church
January 2007.
We have identified some potentially
hazardous ones and marked them
with yellow tape. We advise all
visitors to this churchyard to treat
marked stones and memorials with
great caution. On no account should
children be allowed unsupervised
access to the churchyard.
A small number of memorials
were judged to be too dangerous to
leave in position and these have been
laid flat.
If you have the responsibility for
the care of a grave, and the memorial
has been marked as unsafe, please
advise one of the churchwardens what
remedial action you propose to take
by 1st February 2008. We do intend
to take action to make all stones
safe, in whatever way is necessary,
acting on the advice of appropriate
professionals.
A copy of the guidelines for those
having friends or relatives buried or
interred in Forrabury and Minster
Churchyards is available in the church
porch. We respectfully draw your
attention to the following paragraphs
from the guidelines:
“A grave and any memorial
is the responsibility of the person
who arranges for its erection or,
in the future, of the family of the
person interred. The PCC has a
responsibility for the maintenance of
the Churchyard but the maintenance
of graves remains the responsibility
of the family or friends of those
interred.”
We thank you for your
understanding in this matter and are
sure that you share our wish to make
this churchyard a safe place for all to
enjoy visiting the graves of friends
and family.
Churchwardens: Mike Viner
250658, Jennie Coles 212336

‘Mr ODD JOB’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing repairs
Maintenance
Painting
Gardening
Fencing
Hedging
Steps etc
Strimming
No job too small
Free estinates

Phone Malcolm on
01840 250558 or
07791 902870

Bottreaux Filling Station
Tel: 01840 250 108
Locally produced meats,
Fresh bread daily, Wide range
of groceries, Fresh fruit and
vegetables, Off Licence



Seasons Greetings

to our customers

Christmas Opening Hours:
Christmas Eve 8am - 6pm
Christmas Day Closed
Boxing Day 9am - 12noon
New Year’s Day Closed

Support your local shop

Bottreaux Filling Station








  

 
   




  
    






















My father Frederick George Lane
passed away on July 22nd. Known to
the locals as Fred, he and my mother
Eve lived for many happy years at
Tubbs Ground Farm.
I have wonderful memories of my
child hood spent there.
Dad retired from the London Fire
Brigade in 1964 and then moved to
Boscastle. Not many people know
that he was awarded the British
Empire Medal for gallantry after
rescuing an elderly man and a baby
under terrible conditions.
He was a wonderful father and will
be always missed
Katharine Prince,
Queensland, Australia

Memorials and
Gravestones
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The appetite of the WI
member is vast and varied.
They have a desire to master
new skills, seek information,
discover new, or just, revisit
special places. With this
thought in mind read on to
discover what the ladies of
Boscastle WI have been up
to in their quest to satisfy
such an appetite.
Commencing with the
last summer meeting of
2007which was held at
Carol Vincent’s Boscastle
studio and garden. After
a brief formal meeting,
the members, suitably
armed with a little liquid
refreshment, took a stroll
around the garden in the
late
evening
sunshine
enjoying the special features,
such as the topiary cat, blue
circle garden and the many
sculptures.
From Garden visits to a
flower arranging morning
held at Trevalga Hall.
Where, after watching a
short demonstration by
Mary Shepherd members
set to work creating their
own beautiful arrangements.
Being suitably surprised
at
how
lovely
their
arrangements turned out
and how relaxing flower
arranging can be.
The quest for knowledge
and to visit special places was
very much to the fore for
the members who attended
the Launceston Study Day.
After listening to the poems
of Charles Causley about
local people and places,
members embarked on a
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guided tour of the town.
Visiting the Lawrence House
Museum: where, on display
in the hallway is a large
painting of Charles Causley
and also a truly melodic
phonograph. The many
exhibits range from the
most intriguing collection
of domestic appliances from
a by-gone age, through war
memorabilia and right up
to modern day collectables.
The town tour continued
with a visit to the top of
the historic castle to take in
the breathtaking panoramic
scenery. Built by Robert,
Count of Mortain, and a
half brother of William the
Conqueror, the castle is sited
equidistant between Bodmin
moor and Dartmoor. The
next stop was to the sixteenth
centaury church of St Mary
Magdalene built by Henry
Trecarrell, with its unique
carved granite exterior and
beautifully carved pew ends
in the “art nouveau” style.
Of course members of the
group could not pass the
recumbent figure of Mary
Magdalene under the east
window without throwing a
penny on her back, for it is
said to do so will bring good
luck. The day concluded with
a guided tour of Trecarrell
Manor, the historic home of
Councillor Neil Burden and
his wife. The chapel in the
grounds, with its original
fifteenth century stone altar
is sited on a trig point and is
also of particular interest to
dowsers. In true WI style a
most delicious tea of scones
and cake was enjoyed in the
Great Hall with everyone
only too aware of the ghost
stories surrounding such an
historic place.

Personal
experiences
are usually found to be
particularly interesting and
the October speaker Miss
Penny Praill, gave a first
class account of her love of
flying and of her life and
experiences as an airhostess.
Starting her career with
British European Airways
(now British Airways), as a
young girl, she learned first
aid, safety issues, such as
how to use the exit chutes
and deploy life rafts, the
correct wines to serve with
food, cabin address (learned
word for word), personal
presentation and how to
apply make up. In those
days rules had been strict,
no jewellery, hair to be off
the collar, no coloured nail
varnish. Miss Praill described
how no cutlery was to be
taken to the cockpit when
taking refreshment to the
captain, for fear of an object
being dropped into the gear
equipment. She met many
important passengers; the
princesses Alexandra and
Margaret were among the
most important. “Happy
times” was how Miss Praill

referred to her years as an
airhostess; the glint in her
eye when sharing her story
reflected this.
Fellowship is another
aspect of WI life and special
meetings, which bring
members of neighbouring
WIs together to chat and
“trade secrets”, are always
enjoyed. There is of course
a friendly rivalry between
groups in relation to the
various competitions. The
speaker for the autumn group
meeting, hosted by Boscastle
WI, was Bob Smith, clerk to
the parish council and also
a Rotarian who has been
a member of Bude Rotary
club since 1989. He gave a
brief insight into the history
of the Rotary Club and the
Helstone based “Shelterbox”
charity. Community fund
raising had been started
in Chicago in 1905 by
a Paul Harris and reat
Britain joined the Rotary
organisation in 1913. Today,
168 countries worldwide,
with approximately 1.2
million members carry
out the work of the Rotary
club, raising funds for good
continued on next page

WI members Jenny Brown and Pam Jordan with Maggie Colwill
checking on their progress at the Swags and hangings workshop.

causes. Shelterbox became
a registered charity in the
year 2000. Tom Henderson
of the Lizzard Rotary Club
designed the box. Each box
costs £490. The contents,
which are adapted to suit
the needs of the recipients,
include a 3 compartment
10-man tent, sleeping bags,
cooking pots and utensils,
multi-fuel cooker, tools,
water purification tablets,
(enough to support clean
drinking water for 10
persons for 3 months) and
even a wind up radio and
children’s activity packs. Bob
was also pleased to report
that of the monies donated
to Shelterbox, only 7% is
spent on administration.
The WI has a particular
interest in conservation
and wildlife and supports
many organisations that
help improve the planet. It
was therefore of particular
interest at the November
meeting to here Mike
Lawson, a volunteer speaker
for the Woodland Trust, who

had also worked for four
years as a Camel Trail Ranger,
with hands on knowledge
of tree management, give
a presentation, with slides,
about
the
wonderful
work carried out by “The
Woodland Trust”.
Being the UK’s leading
charity dedicated solely to
the protection of our native
woodland heritage, The
Woodland Trust, founded
in 1972, cares and protects
over 1,100 sites covering
47,000 acres. Nearly 350
of these sites contain
ancient woodland, (areas
continuously wooded since
1600 AD). An ancient tree
is defined as one that takes
three persons, holding
hands at arms length, to
reach around the trunk. By
replanting pine forests with
native broad leaf plants and
also planting trees in open
spaces that link two areas
of woodland, “The Trust”
has proven results that
wildlife re-populates these
previously abandoned areas.

The Woodland Trust not
only manages woodland,
but it also manages areas
of hedgerow and grassland,
including upkeep and
provision of paths and
signage. “The Trust” also
protects over 110 woodland
sites of special scientific
interest (SSSI), said to be
the UK’s finest examples of
wildlife habitats. The “Tree
for All” campaign run by
“The Trust”, aims to engage
one million children in
planting 12 million trees
over five years. Since it began
Tree For All has engaged
more than half a million
young people in planting
over three million trees.
With Christmas fast
approaching,
Christmas
trees and greenery play a
big part and it was again
the chance to learn a new
skill that enticed members
onto the Christmas swags
and hangings workshop.
The clear and easy to follow
demonstration by Maggie
Colwill inspired everyone
to get to work designing
and creating their own

decoration. The finished
swags were a reflection of the
person who made them, all
very individual but equally
lovely.
Most people enjoy music,
in some form or other, be it
for personal entertainment
or as part of a special
occasion. It is therefore
no wonder that the WI
Christmas carol service to
be held at Truro Cathedral
is one of the year’s special
events. Our members are
looking forward to attending
this and also stretching their
legs on the “Holly and Ivy”
ramble along the Camel
Trail.
As you can see, over the
last three months members
have enjoyed a raft of very
varied topics. If you feel
that you would like to join
Boscastle WI, then please
come along to our meetings
at the village hall held on
the second Tuesday of each
month. October to March
meetings start at 2.00pm and
April to September they are
at 7.30pm. We look forward
to seeing you. MS

Chocolate Crackle Flan
2oz Margarine
1oz Castor Sugar
3oz Plain Chocolate
2tabsp Golden Syrup
3oz Cornflakes
Large Carton Double Cream
Fresh fruit of your choice, Stawberries,
Raspberries, Apples, Melon,
Peaches. Bananas, Grapes to name a few
1 Flan case
Melt marg and sugar, syrup and chocolate.
Stir in cornflakes.
Put in flan and leave to set.
Peel fruit and mix with whipped cream.
Pile on to flan case when set.
Decorate with grapes, strawberries if desired.
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News
from
School

where we laid our wreath on
behalf of the school. We read
the inscriptions on the war
memorial and looked at the
other wreaths. We also looked
at the gardens surrounding
the memorial and talked
about how we show our
respect by ensuring that
the memorial is always well
cared for. I think for all of us
the most poignant moment
came when we counted the
number of villagers who did
not return from war. We
counted this number from
our class and left them at the
memorial. The remainder
walked back to school. The
children were shocked at how
small that group was. Finally
the children wrote poems
recording their thoughts.

Our report must start with
Duck Race Day and a huge
thank you to everybody who
turned out for the second
time to help and support us!
We had a very successful day
raising £2000. The money
that our School Association
raise is often used to subsidise
visits from school and bring
visitors into school - all of our
children will see The Sound
Of Music when it arrives in
Plymouth in June, Class one
are due to Morwhellham
Quay as part of their History
topic and we are awaiting
a visit from an indoor
planetarium. All of these
activities help to broaden
the children’s education and
inspire them to achieve their
best at Boscastle and in their
futures...so, sincerely, thank
you!
We were not present
at the Remembrance Day
Church Service and Parade
this year. Instead the Year
5 and 6 children spent
time in school considering
Remembrance,
learning
about
the
ceremony
associated with it and
reading poems written about
WW1. The whole class then
visited the war memorial

Remember Me Please.
Remember me please as a very brave man,
Remember me please not as a soldier but as a father.
Remember me please when you wear your poppy.
Remember me please as one of the poppies on Flanders Fields.
But as I say this, how shall I remember myself?
Because people say I’m brave, but truly I’m not.
All I did was pick up a gun and shot others dead.
Not like a true soldier who’ d risk his life for others.
And now I ask you to forgive and remember me.
As part of the army, no, but as a part of England. YES!
That’s how I want to be remembered.
Charlie

The Stages Of Battle

It’s time to say goodbye,
I never knew this would happen.
For my family and country,
At eighteen I’ve done the first stage of the battle.
Now it’s time for training,
The War
You make a lot of friends.
They’ve taught us how to fight
We build our strength and stamina,
And kill.
Most of us are young.
Now the rest is up to us.
Unprepared for the stages of battle.
Every soldier on the front line
Straight onto a ship ready for a march,
Some of us in the trench shooting,
Last time we’ll talk properly if death wins.
Others in a plane bombing.
You look it right in the eye, take a deep breath,
Most of us will be gone.
‘I’ll need that in the stages of battle’.
But we will never stop battering on,
‘Let us fools fight’ we cry
We will march from here to there
and charged into battle.
We will battle every where
Just keep on fighting went through my head,
The survivors will live to tell.
At my last stage of battle.
Just one thing I want to say
Back home, survivors came, very few of them.
‘Let the poppies grow.’
‘Is that him or is it not?’
That’s all she said.
Craig
My poor mother could not see my head,
For I died at the last stages of battle.

THE WELLINGTON HOTEL
ETC ** AA** RAC**

Estelle

* The Waterloo Restaurant

English cuisine with a ‘twist’

*
*
*
*

Free House with Real Ales
Good Home-made Pub Food
Beer Garden
Singers: Wednesday nights

Paul, Rosie, Scott & Suzanne Roberts
Phone: 01840 250202
Fax: 01840 250621
www.boscastle-wellington.com
email info@boscastle-wellington.com
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SU E

WALLIS

DESIGNER DRESSMAKER

(01840) 250434

ALTERATIONS
DRESSMAKING - LADIES
GENTS & CHILDRENS
WEDDINGS & EVENING WEAR
SOFT FURNISHINGS etc ...

Moira Hart’s Fiendish Crossword
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

11

18

20

29

31

26

21

27

38

32

30

40

48

53

41

49

54

58

1 converse

46 sex appeal

22 red dye

11 self evident

47 impressive

25 glass

12 Italian city

50 maiden name

26 Asian rose

16 isolated

51 stick

17 wild goat

53 post

18 overseas

55 hurdy-gurdy

19 choose

56 woman’s name

20 quote as evidence

57 fungus

21 African river

Down

36 break rules

1 frank

38 nickel

2 animal

41 affirm

3 golf club

42 sewing implement

4 deceive

44 tense

5 woman’s name

48 animal

6 English philosopher

49 woman’s name

7 ideal place

52 noise

8 small

54 man’s name

31 sea bird
32 steep
34 above
35 pompous
37 large country house
39 writing fluid
40 prohibit
43 jail

Virus Removal and Protection

♦

Custom PC Builds

♦

Networking

Web: http://www.mk-computers.co.uk

♦

Websites

E-Mail: hardware@mk-computers.co.uk

♦

Spares

Phone: 01840 250905
Mobile: 07780 910578

Boscastle Chamber of Trade
and Commerce
Have your say; voice your ideas or concerns

57

15 Devon city

30 anger

♦

42

50

45 part of church

28 immeasurable period

PC Upgrades and Repair

45

Across

24 denounce

♦

55

56

23 align

MK Computers

33

43

52

55

26

39

47

51

15

36

44

46

14

23

29

39

43

57

28

35

37

13

22

31

34

12

8

20

19

25

7

17

16

24

10

27 herb
29 recess

13 Japanese sash

Membership fee is £20 per year and is open
to all businesses within the PL35 postcode area

30 flower arrangement
33 Roman copper coin
34 reverse

9 perform
10 heather

For more information on joining contact:
Adrian Prescott (chairman) 250570
Shirley Wakelin (secretary) 250314
Chris Searle (treasurer) 250225
Denise Tillinghast (membership secretary) 250397

answers on
page 41

DAVID WASHER
Building Contractor
‘Penlea’, Tintagel Road, Boscastle

Tel: 01840 250635
Mobile: 07967 507457

14 measuring instrument

THE
HARBOUR
LIGHT
Opened at a new location but still selling
Nautical clothing, leisurewear
Cards, Christian books
Helsett Ice Cream
and much, much more
Come and browse, we’d be delighted to see you
tel: 01840 250413
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Pickwick
Papers
In an effort to reduce my
carbon footprint and play
my part in re-cycling, albeit
in a small way, I have taken
to carrying shopping bags
in the car to avoid using the
free plastic bags provided at
the supermarket. As always
such good intentions often
go awry, and usually it’s not
until half way through my
shopping bonanza that I
remember that the bags are
still in the car! A few years
ago the problem would
not have arisen because
free shopping bags had not
been invented, certainly
not the plastic type anyway
- you either took your own
shopping bags or one could
buy an easily disposed of
brown paper carrier bag for
a nominal amount at the
point of sale. Now I am
not against re-cycling or
reducing carbon emissions
although I must confess to
knowing very little about

the latter, indeed some years
ago we did it automatically,
although we didn’t see it as
re-cycling then. Like free
carrier bags the expression
had not been invented; the
nearest we came to it was the
word salvage which related
to the collection of waste
paper and our home, like
so many had a salvage sack
to put waste paper in and
this along with the dustbin
was put out for a weekly
collection by the local
authority. What I am against
is the weight of unnecessary
and difficult to dispose of
packaging that is forced
upon us by manufacturers
and suppliers of practically
every commodity available
on the market today.
Whatever happened to milk
in glass bottles, which when
finished with were washed
and put out with the cat last
thing at night for collection
by the milkman on his daily
round? As school boys we
regularly collected jam jars,
washed them and when
a good supply had been
accumulated
Robinsons
would come along with a

lorry and collect them and
what is more pay us for them,
with the proceeds going
towards funding special
school outings and some
items of new equipment.
Mind you the two old pence
back on a Tizer or lemonade
bottle was ours to keep
often supplementing an all
too meagre sum of pocket
money. We were an average
size family who filled only
one dustbin in a week,
unlike today when I drive
past mountains of plastic
bags stacked outside many
homes on rubbish collection
day. If you had a garden
then you would certainly
have had some form of
compost heap or maybe a
hot bed on which vegetable
peelings were deposited, and
a hangover from war years,
when waste of any kind was
to be abhorred, was the “pig
bin” usually sited in a central
position in a road and leftovers were deposited there
to await a daily collection
to be taken to feed the pigs!
For a good many years we
collected tin foil which
various charities presumably
sold for re-cycling of some
sort; do such collections still
go on I wonder? All of these
things and others besides
amounted to re-cycling
and were as much a part of

daily routine as cooking the
dinner, making the beds and
going shopping.
Surely, we the consumers
are the wrong people to
target, the guilt trip is not
ours we should not be sent
rummaging through our
rubbish putting some here
and some there, some in
blue bags or clear bags or
whatever, did we ask for the
volume of over packaging
of the goods that we buy?
Shouldn’t the responsibility
lie with the perpetrators of
the crime, the manufacturers
and marketing managers of
product packaging who can
deal with the problem at
source? We were at one time
quite content to buy our
food weighed out by grocer
or butcher, green-grocer or
fishmonger and put in paper
wrapping that could be easily
disposed of without harm
to man or environment.
Fancy packaging really
only accommodates the
supermarket shelf and is
designed to take the eye and
persuade us, the consumers,
to purchase one brand over
another.
As for carbon emissions
, I understand that one
manufacturer of potato
crisps is now declaring on
their packaging, non easily

HIGHFIELD MOTORS

Proprietor: F Luffarelli
Servicing, Repairs & Tyres at Highly Competitive Prices
for all cars, motorcycles and vans

MOT’s Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7
Highfield Road Industrial Estate, Camelford, PL32 9RA

Tel: (01840) 212666
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continued on next page

Pickwick
Papers
continued

disposed of packaging at
that, the weight of carbon
emitted in the manufacture
of the product. I suspect
that piece of information
is meaningless to most
of us, I did say most of
us, almost as meaningless
as the other information
given on food products
about E additives, calorific
values, fat, saturated or
unsaturated, salt content
and anything else that it is
fashionable to include from
time to time, including the
re-cycling logo and one day
soon I fully expect the label
on my jar of peanut butter
to declare that I should be
warned that it contains
nuts!!
Perhaps in this instance
we should heed what it
says on the packet of crisps
and just stop eating them
thus reducing the amount
of carbon emitted in their
manufacture altogether. I
suspect the reality is that
we will take about as much
notice of that as we do
about our intake of fats,
despite the information
given on most food
products, causing many
of us take medication to
reduce high cholesterol
levels and having to face the
new and growing problem
of obesity amongst old and
young alike.
Ah well! foiled again
the car that just drove past
the house has completely
negated by many times,
my meagre carbon savings.
Where will it all end I
wonder?

John Brown 1946 - 2007
On 3rd November 1946,
John was born in his
grandparents’ home, Clifton
House, Dunn Street. He
lived at first with his parents
and sister at Rocky Valley.
Then his grandfather bought
Home Farm and the family
moved there.
He attended Boscastle
Primary School and then
went on to Wadebridge
School. After leaving school
he kept animals in various
places, even grazing them
along the roadside, until he
went and worked on the
family farm.
In the 1970s, John
married Victoria and they
had two children, Linda
and Albert. They were later
divorced. He married his
second wife, Chris, in 1987
and added Paul and Sarah to
the family.
Health reasons meant
that in 1997, Home Farm
was sold. After spending
a few months in Boscastle
village, the family moved a
few miles away to Torlands,
a smallholding. This meant
that John had the room to
continue with the hobby
that he loved, training
sheepdogs. He started
entering sheepdog trials and
won a few rosettes and was
most proud with winning a
First Place in a novice class.
(Apparently he was the only
person to go onto a trial
field with a cigarette in his
mouth!)
John carried on working
for local farmers until his
health deteriorated and he
had to cease work in 2006.

John Brown with his sheepdog, Fly

He fought cancer for
about a year, but sadly
lost his battle on 21st
August this year.
John
greatly
appreciated the phone
calls, messages, cards
and visits he received
from friends during his
illness.

Chris and family would like
to thank everyone for their help,
offers of help, cards and flowers
that they have received following
John’s death.
These kindnesses were much
appreciated. Chris would like
to add a special ‘Thank You’
to Linda Buckett, whom she
describes as being her ‘rock’
through this difficult time.

Opticians now open in Camelford
JS Eyecare / Andrew Reynolds

Opticians

5 Market Place, Camelford
Telephone 01840 213011
Complete spectacles from £ 39.00

Feel free to call in an browse our wide selection
of frames including designer ranges
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In Hardy’s Footsteps
Gloria Quinlan takes part in the Boscastle
Walking Festival
If they ever resurrect
In
Hardy’s
words,
‘Challenge Anneka’ and are ‘Why go to Saint-Juliot?
looking for a new presenter, What’s Juliot to me?’ It was
they won’t ask me. I’m the an opportunity to check
kind of person who can’t whether my memories of the
start a diet because I’ve valley were just a thing of
just been given chocolates; the past and to retrace a well
can’t go walking because loved footpath – ‘in Hardy’s
it’s going to rain (see the Footsteps’. Our group of
clouds!) and haven’t gone about 12 men and women,
up Valency Valley since plus two dogs, met at the
The Flood because I can’t Visitors’ Centre. Sally Searle
find my way through the was our guide who (for those
building site, otherwise who don’t already know)
known as ‘Boscastle car is the owner of St Juliot’s
park’. However, it’s just as Rectory and an authority
well the Boscastle Trade and on Hardy. Since the theme
Commerce team can rise to of the walk was ‘In Hardy’s
a challenge.
Footsteps’ we were treated
The work in the car park to a reading of one of his
meant that the Food, Art poems outside the Visitors’
and Crafts Festival couldn’t Centre and at appropriate
be arranged this year, so the spots along the way.
Trade and Commerce team
came up with the excellent
idea of ‘The Boscastle
Walking Festival’. From
8th / 12th October walkers,
accompanied by a guide,
could participate in The
Village Trail; a circular walk
to Minster Church; a coastal
path walk to Tintagel and/or
Crackington Haven and – a
walk up Valency Valley!

Urchins

river bed was wider
It was difficult and
disturbing trying to match
my pre-flood memories of the
Valley with the beginnings
of the walk. Here the river
bed was wider and more
open than I remembered
it; not the familiar serpent
which occasionally hid
itself amongst the trees. We
stopped at the spot where

The Bear Shop

The Old Mill Boscastle

01840 250800
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A group of walkers ready to set off from the Visitors’ Centre
Copyright photos courtesy David Flower

Hardy and Emma may have
lost the famous picnic glass.
No doubt earlier floods had
washed the glass out to the
sea, but as his poem was
read, we still peered into the
tumbling waters in the hopes
of catching a glimpse of it.
Once we were passed the
signpost for Peter’s Wood the
river, being little changed,
became more familiar.
Nature supplied a minstrel
robin whose song reminded
me of past occasions and
‘the sun burst out’ just as it
had done on Hardy’s trip
to Beeny Cliff. The leafy
scene was timeless and I
could easily imagine Hardy
and Emma just around the
next bend. In fact we passed
just one couple and a baby,
with - of all things – a babybuggy! This made me think

of Emma’s walk with Hardy,
how did she manage with
all those crinolines to hump
around?

so little change
We stopped to view the
Hardy window at St. Juliot’s
church before going on to the
Rectory, our watering hole
(in all senses of the word). As
we viewed the countryside
from Hardy’s platform in the
Rectory garden, we agreed
that, had he been with us,
he would have been pleased
to see so little change. As we
headed for Beeny Cliff with
‘the opal and the sapphire of
that wandering western sea’,
a buzzard wheeled overhead
and in the fields sheep and
cattle gazed unconcernedly
at us. Up until now the walk
was familiar with the only

In Hardy’s Footsteps

YOGA

In Boscastle Community and Recreation Centre
Fore Street
Learn to relax in a gentle natural way
STARTS

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 16TH
7.30 pm to 9 pm
phone Margaret on 01840 230911
for more details

At the footbridge by Peter’s Wood
Copyright photos courtesy David Flower

sign of modernity being a
low flying helicopter, which
skimmed the coastline.

With magic in my eyes
We joined the coastal
path and the months of my
inactivity took their toll
(well, I would have walked
more if it hadn’t been such
a wet summer). This part
of the walk proved the
importance of doing your
homework, such as checking
the distance and severity of
any walk you plan to do and
making sure you have plenty
of water. There was the scary
part of the path (I had done
it once before and vowed I
would never do again - but
I did it, waahay!!); there
were the steps (if there are as

many steps to Heaven, I’ll
never make it); finally, at the
penultimate stile, agonising
cramp kicked into my calf
muscles. As Hardy says, ‘Nor
did the wisest wizard guess/
What would bechance at
Lyonnesse’.
Thankfully,
walkers are a caring people;
they didn’t tell me I was a
wimp, too old or unfit to be
doing the walk. They were
helpful and kindness itself.
So, like Hardy - ‘With
magic in my eyes’ - I arrived
home safely and I look
forward to next year’s walks,
since the Boscastle Chamber
of Trade and Commerce
hope to make these walks
an annual event. See you
at the Visitors’ Centre next
October.
GQ

Relieve stress & tension with a
back/body Swedish massage.
Relaxing aromatherapy/holistic
massage with soothing
essential oils.
Facial massage

Specific medical conditions i.e. trapped nerves
and whiplash. Skin disorders - psoriasis,
eczema. Arthritis/rheumatism, sciatic pain,
minor aches and pains.
Slimming Treatment. G5.

By appointment only - Home visits by arrangement

LYNNE KELLY

St Gennys & Local areas

I.T.E.C. Qualified Physical Therapist
Tel: 07751 508800

Chi for Life
Movement in Nature
Ancient Healing Sound
Limited Edition Prints
01840 - 770622

CHI MOVEMENT ART SOUND & HEALING
www.jeannehampshire.co.uk
jamshire@madasafish.com
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AN EVENING IN THE OFFICERS MESS
RAF DAVIDSTOW MOOR
A few nights ago Rod and I were sitting
down to dinner in the Officers Mess at
RAF Davidstow Moor. The tables were
set with blue and white linen, crockery
was courtesy of the United States Navy
and all was adorned with beautiful
displays of flowers and glassware. We
had been invited by Steve and Sheila
Perry, the founders and owners of
the Davidstow Airfield and Cornwall
at War Museum to mark the end of
their first successful year. The food
was good, the wine flowed freely and
the tiny little fireplace glowed brightly
giving off a huge amount of warmth
for such a small grate. No wartime fuel
rationing for us. We got to wondering
what it had been like the last time a
Christmas meal had been taken there.
RAF Davidstow Moor opened on
the 1 October 1942 and closed just
after the end of the war. A little over 60
years ago the Christmas celebrations
had been a little dampened by the
crash on Christmas Eve 1943 of a
ferry aircraft from RAF St Mawgan a
USAAF C47B Skytrain was flying to
Grove in bad weather conditions and
flew into Brown Willy. The pilot 1st
Lieutenant Theodore Garland and three
other crew members were killed. The

Home Guard reported the crash and a
search party from the RAF Regiment
at Davidstow were sent out with the
Medical Officer Squadron Leader
Roberts. That evening the WAAFs held
their Christmas dance.
On Christmas Day there was
no operational flying and church
services had been arranged for all
denominations. The personnel were
given what was described as an ‘excellent
dinner’ and as is custom it was served
by the Officers and Senior NCOs. The
Station Commander, Group Captain
Betts gave the obligatory short speech
and the entertainment continued in
the various messes around the airfield.
It all culminated in an evening Fancy
Dress and Uniform Dance to the music
of Eddie Mendoza and his band. Prizes
were given of Savings Stamps for the best
entries. The station Christmas card had
also been designed by a competition.
It was subject to censorship and so the
aircraft that the competition winner
had wanted to portray was altered by
the censor for the final card.
Boxing day saw dinner in the
Sergeants Mess and a musical concert
by Eddie Mendoza and the Band and
on the following night there was a
Christmas Dance in
the Officers Mess. I
hope they enjoyed
themselves as much
as we did and that
their New Year was
a safe one.

Bed & Breakfast Accommodation
June & Fred Siford
Sunnyside
The Harbour, Boscastle, PL35 0HD
Tel: 01840 250453
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The Davidstow
A i r f i e l d    a n d
Cornwall at War
Museum is closed
for the winter whilst
work continues
on adding to the
exhibits and the
archive room
which
will
be

Steve Perry, Museum Owner

opening next Easter. The museum is
dedicated primarily to RAF Davidstow
Moor from its opening in October
1942 to its closure after the end of
the war in 1945. The airfield itself is
still a military training area as well as
having live flying. In 1982 vehicles
and equipment were airlifted by
helicopter over the roofs of the houses
in Boscastle from HMS Hermes. They
were being taken to the airfield to take
part in the training exercise prior to the
retaking of the Falklands Islands. The
2008 exhibitions will include a new
Falklands display.
The museum also covers other
airfields in Cornwall, the Royal Navy
in and around the county, the Army,
civilian services, the Home Front and
so on.
Steve and Sheila are setting up the
museum on a non profit, privately
funded basis and are still seeking photos,
artefacts and paper work. The museum
is a valuable local resource illustrating
the contribution local people made to
the war effort in the past and attempts
to record what is happening today.
It is well worth a visit when it reopens
at Easter 2008. In the meantime if you
have anything to contribute or any
questions to ask please get in touch
with Rod or I on 01840 250381.
Anne Knight

Corsairs raid at Boscastle!
In September, Port Isaac
Rowing Club staged
a “raid” on Boscastle
Harbour by Corsairs of the
club.
Sick and tired of
marauders from Boscastle
invading their waters,
beach and parking places,
the Corsairs decided to
stage a revenge attack
whilst the Boscastle team
were away at the Great
London River race!

B

A
How easy is it to launch a gig
at Boscastle?
..it’s as easy as A, B, C.............
Invaders return....and steal
grog from the Cobweb!

C

The Great River Race is a 22 mile course from Richmond to Greenwich. Congratulations to the Boscastle & Crackington
team, who, rowing in ‘Torrent’, won the Cornish Pilot Gig class, completing the course in 2hrs 36mins 51 secs.
The Corsairs wouldn’t find it quite so easy to invade at present, because, as the pictures below illustrate, the harbour area is
a somewhat congested. They’d probably choose to omit the rowing and head straight for the grog!

CORNISH STORES
THE VILLAGE SHOP

Open daily all year round
For all your Grocery and
every day essentials
Wholesale / Retail Fruit and Vegetables
available to the catering trade
Why not give us a ring to discuss
your catering needs?

THE BRIDGE, BOSCASTLE

01840 250344

Local Artist’s Paintings & Prints
Oil, Watercolour & Acrylic Paintings
Made in Cornwall accredited art and
work by other recognised/awarded artists.
Prints in frames or ready to frame.
Picture & Painting Framing service.
Commissions can be arranged with local artists.

art@ThePictureParlour.co.uk
01840 250677
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Boscastle Post Office R. MEARS
As I write the Government
and Royal Mail are in the
process of closing down
2500 Post Office outlets
throughout the UK. This
will leave approximately
11500. (There were 19000
in 2001). In order to achieve
the current reduction Post
Office Ltd have agreed with
the Government, Postwatch
and Royal Mail a strategic
plan with laid down selection
guidelines for closures.
Post Office outlets will
be scored and ranked on
a combination of several
criteria:
• Proximity to other outlets
• Customer numbers
• Savings made to Post
Office Ltd if closed.
• The proximity or
accessibility criteria is
defined as:
• Nationally 90% of people
to live within 1 mile
• Nationally 99% of people
to live within 3 miles
• Urban areas 95% of
people to live within 1 mile
• Rural areas 95% of people
to live within 3 miles
The 2500 selected for
closure will be those with
the lowest scores following
application of the selection
criteria.
Unfortunately
the
method PO Ltd have
adopted to identify and score
the outlets is akin to ‘death
by 1000 cuts’. They have
arranged the country into
47 geographical areas and
are visiting each area, one at
a time, over a period of one
year, closing approximately
50 in each.
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The Hit Squad is due to
visit our geographical area,
the county of Cornwall, in
April 2008 and according
to their website timetable
will publish an area plan on
June 17th 2008, identifying
those branches to be closed.
Closures would then be due
to take place about 3 months
later, after local consultations
etc. have taken place. Thus,
the whole procedure from
first announcement to the
last closure will take 2 years!
So, will Boscastle Post
Office be closed?
Well, it is true that the
number of customers and
the frequency of their visits
to Boscastle Post Office have
fallen dramatically over the
last 3 years. This is in line
with the national trend and
has been primarily caused
by the actions of our joint
employers, the Government
and Royal Mail.
The Government have:
Persuaded a lot of our
customers to have their
pensions, allowances and
child benefits paid direct
into their bank accounts.
Stopped us selling and
processing TV
licence
documents.

Encouraged
vehicle
owners to tax their vehicles
on line over the internet.
(We have lost 35% of our
business in the last 2 years)
Royal Mail have reduced
footfall and payments to our
Post office by:
Selling stamps direct to
Supermarkets at a discount
and allowed them to resell at
continued on next page

& Sons

CHIMNEY SWEEP
Vac & Brush

01840 261 221/337
07737 53392

HERITAGE
Renovation & Construction Ltd
t
t

Barn conversions Specialist joinery
New builds Refurbishment works

t
t

Contact: Peter Stocker or Tim Palin on

01840 214854

Building locally for over 20 years

The Old Coach House
Relax in this
beautiful 300
year old coach
house and stables
Open all Year
All rooms are En Suite with TV & radio

Jackie & Geoff Horwell
Tel: 01840 250398

www.old-coach.co.uk

Comfortable
contemporary
accommodation.

Rooms with breakfast
en-suite non-smoking
Discounts available for local bookings

Superb breakfasts
using local produce
and fish.

01840 250418

www.orchardlodgeboscastle.co.uk

Vacancies exist for adults and children
(beginners or advanced) to have

Piano or Keyboard Lessons

to be taught in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere by a junior
school teacher with over 20 years of experience of piano teaching
in Cornwall.  Parents are welcome to attend the lessons.
For further details please ring

Peter L Henry BA, LTCL

01840 770470

L READ GENERAL BUILDER
FOR ALL BUILDING WORK
New work
Renovation and
Refurbishment
Plumbing, Carpentry
Electrical, Plastering
Roofing, Block Work
Stone Work
Landscaping, Decorating

IN FACT JUST ABOUT
EVERYTHING!

You are welcome
to phone or email
for quotations
information
or advice

07966 753979
email:

les@spotd.co.uk

Boscastle Post Office continued
a price to undercut Post office
Branches who have to sell at
fixed prices.
Reducing the price of
franked mail and allowing
businesses to bypass PO
branches by buying direct.
Selling postage stamps and
labels to individuals direct via
the Internet in order to attract
EBay users and others.
The actions of the above,
together with a general
decline in Royal Mail post
work as more people use email
and mobile phone texting as
a means of communication,
has significantly reduced our
income and the viability of
Boscastle Post Office. The one
positive is that of course the
workload has also reduced.
So whilst the remuneration
for running the office has
reduced by 25% in the seven
and a half years we have been
here, the workload has gone
down by 50%. In fact the
Post Office income/workload
is now effectively for just
one person, whereas when
we came it was for one and
a half.
So, to come back to the
question ‘Will we be closed?’,
I feel that being optimistic
and mindful of the selection
criteria and the reduced
viability of most other Post
Office outlets, that we will
eventually find that Post
Office Ltd will still need
to keep a presence in the
village.
Over the last year or so
life has been on hold for
many Subpostmasters as we
have all pondered our future.
With the threat of closure
hanging over everybody, no

one, not even for reasons of
retirement, has realistically
been able to sell and move
on. Now, as Subpostmasters
are learning the Post Office’s
official stance with regard
to their outlet, they are
at last becoming able to
take positive steps for their
futures.
Susan and I have now
been here seven and a half
years. Without the present
uncertainties we would have
been looking to sell this year
but have now postponed this
to next year. When we know
the Post Office’s decision it
is our intention to put the
Post Office property on the
market. If the Post Office still
wants an outlet in Boscastle
we will endeavour to sell our
property as the Post Office
outlet in the village.
In 2000 Susan and
I came to Boscastle as a
lifestyle opportunity with a
living income built in. This
is still very much the case
for a prospective couple’s
purchase, especially as
the daily running is now
manageable by one person,
leaving the partner able to
keep or obtain alternative
employment if required.
As such, subject to Post
Office Ltd approval, I am
optimistic that purchasers
can be found to maintain a
Post Office in Dunn Street
for the foreseeable future.
Susan and I have enjoyed
and continue to enjoy life
in Boscastle. It is our hope
on selling up to be able to
buy another property in or
around Boscastle as there
is no better place in the
country to live.
DS
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Postie‘s Corner

Many of you already know
me, but for those of you
who don’t, my name is
Darius Walmsley. I’ve been
a postman since 2002 and
my main role was covering
other postie’s holidays. Since
February 2007 I have been
permanently at Boscastle as
your village postman. I have
been regularly asked to write
something for the blowhole
and with recent events
within the Royal Mail I
thought it was time I did.
Thankfully all industrial
action is over. All backlogs
of post have been cleared
from all the mail centres in
the country.
The Royal Mail is going
thorough a tough time
at present and as we are
told (regularly) it needs to
modernise.
Unfortunately you may
have noticed that you are
now receiving your mail later

SMEETH
HIRE
Tregath Business Units
Camelford Station
Cornwall
PL32 9TZ

in the day. This has come
about because of new EU
regulations concerning speed
limits of lorries. These lorries
are going to be restricted
to 56mph in January
2008. The Royal Mail has
decided to implement
these speed limits on its
fleet of lorries ahead of the
January deadline. Since mid
October we have had to start
later because of the slower
movement of mail around
the country. It has been a
frustrating time for us and
as with any major change it’s
had its teething problems.
All mail for Boscastle
comes from Plymouth, via
Bodmin, Camelford then
onto us. Problems have been
slowly sorted, but as we
are at the end of this chain
any improvements seem
to take forever. Hopefully
everything will be running
smoothly before Christmas.
Yes Christmas is coming
and many of you will be
sending cards and presents
to friends and family.
Please remember to write
the postcode clearly and
correctly. As most of the
mail is now machine sorted
a simple misplaced letter or
number can send your letter
to the wrong end of the
country, thus delaying this
mail.
Mini-digger - self drive
Mini-digger + Operator
Dumper
Disc Cutters

Road Drills

Pumps

Compactors

Phone: 01840 211220
Mobile: 07782 393 887 Generators

Also Workshop to Let
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etc etc

Christmas does seem
to the only time of year
that many people contact
friends or relatives. Many
seem to send cards to people
who have moved or passed
away. If there is no return
address these cards are then
destroyed thus the sender
doesn’t realise that their once
a year correspondence is not
being delivered. And this
can go on year after year. So
please put a return address
on any cards you send, then
if they don’t get delivered
for any reason they can be
returned to you.
Last of all there are some
unscrupulous people who
work within the Royal Mail
who will steal mail looking
for money or valuables.
Christmas cards are targeted
because many people send
money within the card. I
would advise that if you want

to send money or anything
of value through the post
then send it Special Delivery,
as this service has insurance
for any loss. Special Delivery
items are kept separate from
the normal mail thus having
increased security and are
guaranteed to be delivered
next day. This can be done
all be arranged at the Post
Office.
Recommended
last
posting dates for Christmas
2007 within the UK are:
Friday 14th December Standard Parcels
Monday 17th December Second Class Letters
Thursday 20th December First Class Letters
Saturday 22nd December Special Delivery
Have a great Christmas
and a Happy New Year
Darius (Postie)

Kernick Curtains
Bespoke Curtain Making

All Styles of Heading
including Eyelet, Goblet & Pinch Pleat
Roman Blinds Made
Your Own Fabric or Choose From Our Selection

Telephone 01566 785756
THE BOSCASTLE SKETCHBOOK
Explore the landscape of this
unique and historic location.
Author/artist and qualified
lecturer, Deborah King,
invites you to work with her
to create your own
sketchbook, visual diary,
portrait of a place.
____________________________________

For further details please ring: 01840 250456

www.boscastle-sketchbook.co.uk

Slates Replaced at St Juliot’s

Slate slabs stolen from
St Juliot’s Church, near
Boscastle, have been replaced
thanks to the generosity of
local people.
David Ferrett, Stephen
Jose and Stephen Wickett
(pictured above) gave up a
Saturday to do the work of
replacing the slates. Atlantic
Signs of Delabole engraved
the replacement slates on
both sides in the hope that
this will prevent further
theft.

Copyright photos courtesy David Flower

In the 1870s, Thomas
Hardy met & courted his first
wife Emma, when he was in
charge of the restoration of
the church. He wrote about
the surrounding area in his
novel A Pair of Blue Eyes.
The church has a beautiful
etched glass window, a gift
from the Hardy Society,
depicting his journey from
Dorset, and scenes from
two of his poems, Under
the Waterfall and On Beeny
Cliff.

Janey Comber writes
Domestic Violence is a
subject that many people
prefer not to think about,
or believe doesn’t happen
around here. I can easily
prove that the latter is not
true by telling you that
domestic violence accounts
for almost a quarter of all
recorded violent crime in
Cornwall, and that in North
and East Cornwall alone
there were 1611 reported
incidents last year. There is a
lot of evidence that the crime
is grossly under reported,
and that on average a victim
is likely to experience more
than 30 assaults before
seeking help.

some victims the confidence
to remain in their own
homes and save even more
disruption to their already
difficult lives.
The impact of DV is
enormous, both in personal
terms and financial terms,
and has a detrimental effect
on those involved for a very
long time. Any support that
can be given at an early stage
can be very useful in reducing
the long term impact.
The Sanctuary scheme is
available in Council owned
properties, and Housing
Association ones, and also
in private houses, and the
scheme can be obtained
through the Police, NCDC,
Social services and many
other agencies.

At the end of November
NCDC and Caradon are
launching a joint scheme
called the Sanctuary scheme.
This will enable victims of
Domestic Violence to access
certain physical security
measures to enable them
to remain in their own
homes. The Police and Fire
service will undertake a risk
assessment of the home and
can install items such as
a front door which opens
outwards (not easy to break
in), spy holes, and other
security systems. Hopefully
these measures will give

If anyone who reads this
is concerned about issues
of domestic violence there
is help available from many
sources, victim support,
doctor’s surgeries, and
Health visitors for example.
There is a women’s support
helpline on 01208 79992.
Janey Comber, NCDC
01840 230497

Janey.comber@ncdc.gov.uk

Lower Meadows

Quality En-suite B&B Accommodation



Offering a warm welcome, our own parking,
all facilities and above all a relaxing stay.
Anne & Adrian Prescott
Lower Meadows
Boscastle

01840 250570
www.lowermeadows.co.uk
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Boscastle Car Parking
Charges 2008
Summer Period
17 March-31 Oct
Vehicles to 1 hr
2 hours
4 hours
All day
Weekly Rover
Winter Period
1 Nov-16 March
Vehicles to 2 hrs
4 hours
All Week
All year
Coaches All Day

Current charges
2007/08
0.80
1.50
2.70
4.20
21.00

Proposed charges
2008/09
0.90
1.70
2.70
4.50
22.00

0.50
2.00
5.00

0.50
2.00
5.00

2.00

2.00

Boscastle’s famous

museum
of
witchcraft

Open Daily April - Halloween 01840 250111

NEED YOUR HOME MAINTAINING?

KINGSLEY UGLOW
Will undertake any interior or exterior work
on your house including:
Decorating - Plastering Tiling
Renovation Work - Carpentry - Masonry
Stonewalling - Cornish Hedging
Fence and Shed Building - Wooden Flooring
All work guaranteed to a high standard
Concrete bases and dwarf walls built for
conservatories

Phone: 01840 211054 Mobile: 07976 412374
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A Report was presented to
the Community Services
Committee on 22 October
giving details of proposed
changes to tariffs and
conditions in 2008.
Income received from
Boscastle car park during
2006/7 totaled £218,956,
or £912.32 per space. It is
envisaged that the new tariffs
would increase income by
£70,000.
NCDC seasonal permits
for use at all its coastal car
parks (excluding Boscastle )
are currently charged at £50
for 12 weeks, £90 for 26
weeks and £170 for the full
year. A special concessionary
permit usable only in
Boscastle costs £80.
The Committee was also asked
to consider the following
recommendations:
1. To discontinue the
Boscastle-only concessionary
parking permit.
2. To introduce a maximum
of 12 reserved spaces at the
lower end of the car park
from the Cornish Stores to
the new recycling point. Each
space would be let for £500
annually. Each reserved bay
would have a lockable post.
If demand was greater than
spaces available these would
be allocated by lottery. The
charge would be less than
the value of the bay as it
was perceived these would

be likely used by present
concessionary holders.
It appeared that some
local business people had
approached Council officials
regarding the setting aside
of reserved parking. When
this idea was presented to
the Parish Council, with, at
the same time, a proposal to
abolish concessionary parking,
it caused a good deal of
controversy. It has long been
noted that various concessions
such as free car parks, and
periods of free parking, which
apply in Camelford and
elsewhere, were not available
in Boscastle.
When approached by
Blowhole to comment on the
concerns raised by the Parish
Council, Graham Holland,
NCDC’s Street Scene Manager,
replied to us on 20 November,
“Further discussion has
taken place between Officers
and Members concerning the
removal of the discounted
concessionary
parking
permit and the introduction
of reserved spaces at the
Cobweb car park. It is
the view that the council
will hold these changes in
abeyance for a future debate
and consultation when all the
works have been completed,
had time to settle in and we
are in a better position to
ascertain the public’s views
on the matter.”

Domestic & Commercial Cleaning
Holiday Home Caretaker service
Change over cleans
Laundry service
Carpet Cleaning

01288-841166 or 07788-457537
www.pjcleaning.biz

SPEED LIMITS IN BOSCASTLE
In August, Arthur Bannister,
Parish Council Chairman
has contacted Paul Allen at
County Highways to discuss
the question of speeding in
the village and improvement
of the road junction in front
of the Bottreaux Garage.
Now Belsham Properties
have obtained planning
permission to develop the
site, there is concern this will
create extra problems with
traffic. The area is used for
parking by surgery patients,
as a school bus stop, and by
parents picking up children
Introducing a 20mph
speed limit would reduce the
likelihood of accidents and
might enable more children
to walk to school rather than
travel by car.
In September, Paul Allen
replied: “I do not consider
vehicle speeds in and
approaching the village to
be a problem and therefore
do not support measures for
traffic calming or 20mph
zones. Doctors Corner
could be looked at again
however I am not aware
of any accidents/collisions
which are giving concern.
To me the junction seems
to work fine. The new
culvert headwall will involve
building out the footway
which will help narrow down
the road junction slightly.

Any highway requests need
the support of the local
member, Glenton Brown.”
Councillor
Glenton
Brown said: “I discussed in
detail with him (Paul Allen)
the speeding concerns…
and he says that it is very
difficult to impose a speed
limit in that area of 20mph
at this time. It would be
difficult to monitor, and I
guess as one thinks about it
no vehicle ought to be doing
even 20mph approaching
Doctor’s
Corner
with
the various bends and
junctions….We cannot of
course argue in that we can
quote a number of accidents
that have happened in the
vicinity. I did also stress that
if and when the development
takes place at the Bottreaux
Garage that the footway
comes down to the new
garage and pedestrian safety
is of paramount importance
and he certainly agrees and
supports me in this.”
Thankfully there have
not been any accidents so far
but the Parish Council does
not want any to happen just
to prove a point. Motorists
coming from the Camelford
direction have limited
visibility and face oncoming
traffic avoiding cars parked
on the roadside. While
the majority of drivers are

careful and sensible in
their speeds through the
village some, particularly
younger drivers, are not.
Brake, the Road Safety
Charity, has recently run
an online petition to
force the government
to reconsider its policy
on 20mph limits. Brake
maintain that low speed
limits, coupled with selfenforcing speed restraint
measures, reduce both
the number of accidents
and
their
severity.
Potential dangers to
children should be given
the highest priority.

Where speed limits and
grid warnings or speed bumps
have been introduced, as in
Wadebridge and Lostwithiel,
accident rates have dropped.
Although disliked by some
motorists, bumps have a salutary
effect on speeding drivers and do
not, a popular myth, seriously
slow down emergency vehicles.
If Boscastle residents feel
20mph limits and/or other
traffic calming devices are
necessary or desirable, or even
hold the opposite view, their
opinions should be expressed
directly by contacting either
Paul Allen or Glenton Brown at
County Hall.

http://www.brake.org.uk

Jenni & Alan Sabin welcome you to

The Spinning Wheel
Bridge Walk, Boscastle

Pavement Cafe & Bistro
Lunches & Daily Specials
Hot & Cold Snacks
Morning Coffee & Afternoon Tea
Beers, Wines, Ciders & Soft Drinks
Kelly’s Clotted Cream Ice Cream

01840 250501

SPROULL
SOLICITORS

www.sproullllp.co.uk
We offer all our clients a complete legal service
CONVEYANCING
PROBATE
WILLS
CHILDCARE
DIVORCE
CRIMINAL WORK
ACCIDENTS
LANDLORD/TENANT
BUSINESSES

Boscastle
Gates, Railings, Fire Grates
Weather Vanes, Security Bars
Ornamental Ironwork, Welding

Tel: 01840 261340

Market Place
Camelford
01840 212315

42 Fore Street
Bodmin
01208 72328

The Rock
Port Isaac
01208 880355
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DOWN UNDER CYCLE
FOR CHARITY

C The War Memorial, opposite the new Community Hall.
B Stone Cross outside Forrabury Church
A The Old Lime Kiln. Opposite the new Tourist Centre Office in the
harbour. Exposed when the public toilet was removed after the flood.

Answers to Cliff’s pictures, page 44:
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D Profile Rock at the harbour entrance, later called Queen Victoria’s
head.

If you are looking for a special gift or momento
then do look us up. We have a wide selection
of small items that make ideal presents.
We also like to buy old and interesting items!

E The jesters head on the wall of Hilldene Cottage in High Street. Was
it meant to frighten away evil? Now it is used as a good nesting place
for birds.

Always good stocks of
Silver - Plate - Glass - Porcelain - Pictures
Small Furniture and much, much more

To mark the occasion
and say a big thank you
, Lesley’s brothers and
sister turned up at the do
and presented her with a
sculpture of herself (and
one other) on a symbolic
bicycle for two.
At last back in Sydney,
Lesley reflects: “I was
cycling mostly on my own
but never alone. To me
my sculpture makes my
big adventure story the
effort of everyone pushing
the peddles behind me, in
tandem.”

F Concrete seagull on the chimney of Seaward Cottage, Paradise
Road.

Telephone: 01840 250770

Day at the Cornish Arms,
Pendoggett, which was packed
with regulars and visitors.
Traditional music and song
was provided by singer Sue
Simms, accompanied by
Stuart Biddick and Denzil
Flew, whose wife and daughter
sang duets. The highlight of
the afternoon was an auction
of
generous
donations,
uproariously handled by the
(in)famous Dennis Knight,
local purveyor of fish and
occasional film star, which
contributed £568 to the £900
total raised.

G The path that runs from the road down to Minster Church, taken
in the spring with the daffodils out.

The Old Mill Boscastle

Copyright photos courtesy David Flower

H View of the Lookout - but from where? - Entering the village into
High Street.

Pickwick
Antiques

Lesley at Forrabury with Boscastle NCI team

J Ouch! Head of one of the ‘little folk’ in the wall of Otherworld - at
about waist height, next to the bridge.

In 1998 Graham
launched his website,
destination-cornwall.
co.uk. He was in daily
contact with volunteer
watch
keepers
to
report weather and sea
conditions. He made
friends with many of the
watchkeepers over the
years but only managed
to see them in person
on a few occasions - like
Bill Waite from NCI
Cape Cornwall who met
Graham for the first time
when they were both
visiting Sydney, Australia,
for Christmas in 2005.
After being diagnosed
with cancer in 2005,
Graham came under the
care of his local GP and
Medical Cancer Support,
Michael O’Keefe and
Nicky Harley and all at
Macmillan Cornwall.
Lesley has posted a
‘bicycle diary’ of the trip
& the warm hospitality
and
support
she
received throughout on
destination-cornwall.co.uk
The final sponsored
event was a Fund Raising

K View of the Jordan Valley taken from the Green Cut above the
harbour.

Lesley
Maclennan
has
raised £5000 on behalf of
Macmillan Cancer Support
and the National Coastwatch
Institution by undertaking a
sponsored 233 mile bike ride
around Cornwall visiting
each of the County’s ten
current NCI lookouts.
John Davis, Station
Manager, and the team from
Boscastle NCI were delighted
to arrange a ceremonial
sendoff at the beginning of
her journey.
Lesley has lived in Sidney
since 1981 but often returns
to Cornwall where she
and her brother Graham
Hawkey grew up. In July
last year Graham tragically
succumbed to cancer and in
his memory Lesley resolved
to help research in defeating
the disease.
Graham had a great
passion for Cornwall and all
things Cornish. After two
fishermen lost their lives in
1994 within sight of an empty
HM Coastguard lookout
at Bass Point, the National
Coastwatch Institution was
set up as a visual watch along
the UK coastline.

Btcv Butterfly Conservation On Bodmin Moor

Marsh Fritillaries on an orchid

BTCV
is
a
national
conservation charity that
aims to improve and enhance
landscapes through volunteer
conservation days.
BTCV
Cornwall
is
currently involved in a project
on Bodmin Moor that aims
to improve habitats for the
Marsh Fritillary and Pearl
Bordered Fritillary Butterflies
at different sites.
Why these butterflies? Both
the Marsh and Pearl Bordered
Fritillary Butterflies numbers
have declined dramatically
over the last decade and as a
result of this decline they have
been highlighted as priority
species in the UK Biodiversity
Action Plan (BAP). This is
a government paper that
sets out target species for
protection due to the level of
there decline in numbers.
Each of these butterflies
depends on two very different
habitat types to survive. The
Marsh Fritillary is found on
damp areas with dry grass
tussocks known as mias.
Their food plant is Devils Bit
Scabious, which the caterpillar
uses to make webs to over
winter in. The Pearl Bordered
Fritillary favour south facing
bracken covered slopes; their
food source are Violets, which
use the Bracken as shade.

Often by managing a
habitat for one species you are
helping to manage a whole
ecosystem thus helping other
species to thrive. BTCV’s
Butterfly project on Bodmin
Moor is a wonderful example
of this happening - in many
of the areas that we have been
carrying out conservation
work other species number
have also increased as well as
the numbers of butterflies.
BTCV are going to
be running a number of
conservation days at different
locations across Bodmin
Moor. These days will help to
manage the habitat is a more
environmentally friendly way.
If you are interested in getting
involved in the project or wish
to find out more please get
in contact with us on 01209
891716 or e-mail t.david@
btcv.org.uk
We provide all the tools
you need as well as training.
We also bring tea, coffee and
biscuits! The confirmed dates
we have for December are:
Tuesday 11th Dec – Fellover
Brake (St Breward) - Creating
rides and glades for the Pearl
Bordered Fritillary Butterfly.
Wednesday 19th Dec –
Fellover Brake (St Breward)
– Gorse and vegetation
clearance for the Pearl
Bordered Fritillary Butterfly.
We will be having another
conservation Sunday on the
6th of January, a chance to
work off the turkey?! Location
still to be confirmed.
For further dates please go
to our website http://www2.
btcv.org.uk/display/btcv_
cornwall
I hope to see you out on
the moor!

Tom David

THE NAPOLEON INN
BOSCASTLE

01840 250204
Lunchtime Specials and Evening Bar Food

Open Christmas day 11.30 - 2.00 for drinks
Pre Christmas party celebrations and dinner
Friday 14th & 21st Dec, bookings only

New Years Eve Party
Cocktail and Costume Night
with a Mardi Gras theme.
♫ Live music with the Smug Jars ♫

Professional
Massage Therapy
Clinic
Therapeutic Massage (I.T.E.C. Diploma)
For stress; strain; backache; headache; muscle pain
Clinic: Treknow, Tintagel, (by appointment only)
Hospital, nursing home & private home
visits can be arranged

Contact: Bridget Pentecost
Tel: 01840 770134 Mobile: 0791 777547
email: bridget@thenaturalhealingclinic.co.uk
website: www.thenaturalhealingclinic.co.uk

Valency Bed & Breakfast

We are delighted to have been awarded
Four Diamonds and a prestigious Silver Award
in our recent Inspection.
Excellent location. Parking.
Three double rooms. S/C Studio.
John & Denise Tillinghast
Valency, Penally Hill, Boscastle, Cornwall, PL35 0HF
Telephone: 01840 250397 Mobile: 07891067746
E- Mail: tillinghast@btinternet.com
Website www.valencybandb.com
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Proposed Sewage Works At Tresuck Farm
South West Water has
applied
for
planning
permission to establish a
new sewage works on the
site of Tresuck Farm, to the
north of Boscastle.
Its owner, Royston
Hancock,
has
been
conducting a vigorous
campaign to oppose the
application because he would
lose two fields, thirteen out
of his eighty acres while
work is carried out and
compulsory purchase of
the actual site. He will not
be able to use his own farm
gate but a reinstated former
entrance, which was closed
because of traffic hazard!
For two years or longer he
will have to endure huge
disruption from contractors’
vehicles and machinery,
noise and dust, all of which
is bound to have a negative
effect on his and neighbours’
livelihoods. Owners of two
converted barns on the farm
are equally horrified that
their views will be ruined.
Graham King, of the
Sewage Liaison Group,
gave a report to the Parish
Council in November which
analysed the pros and cons
of the Tresuck location.
It concluded that the site
would be entirely unsuitable

for a new sewage plant. It is
situated within an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty,
and clearly visible from the
main road to Bude, from
Boscastle itself, the coastal
footpath and surrounding
homesteads. Close by are
three clusters of residential
buildings, and the harbour
is less than half a mile
away. There is considerable
concern that odour from
sewage treatment would be
spread by prevailing onshore
winds.
While plant building
and equipment would be
largely sunk out of sight the
resulting large hole would be
a scar on the landscape.
SWW’s Design and
Access statement admits
that, “At this stage it has not
been possible to undertake
a full assessment of the
engineering properties of
the materials of the site
itself.” The excavation will
have serious environmental
impact and if, as suspected,
the subsoil consists of solid
rock, this will cause problems
of drainage and disposal of
top soil.
The crater itself is above
the level of the flood plain
and likely to flood after
heavy rainfall. The Liaison

Royston Hancock at the entrance to Tresuck Farm

Group is not convinced that
SWW’s plans to provide
soakaways is feasible, given
the impervious nature of
the rocky subsoil.
There is additional worry
that the number of lorries
required to remove effluent
on a regular basis will cause
congestion, allow odors
to escape and constitute a
traffic hazard during the
busiest times of the year.
The present sewage
outfall pipe in the harbour
discharges waste above the
low water level, emptying
down a cliff face. This is
directly contrary to EU
regulations, and therefore
could
invalidate
the
Consent to Discharge in
this area, and thus SWW’s
application.

For Professional and Quality Work
• RENOVATIONS •EXTENSIONS
•PLASTERING • STONEWORK
• ROOFING

continued on next page

Avalon

H. VENNING
- MASON -

The old iron pipe leading
to the outfall was designed to
handle a much smaller volume
of waste, and has always been
prone to leakage. SWW have
already been prosecuted for
failing to maintain the pipe
properly. The company has
known about the problem for
years but has yet to come up
with a viable solution.
An alternative site is
available at Trewanett, the
owner willing to sell. It
would be far less visible to
the public and avoid most of
the problems of congestion
and odour mentioned above.
It would, however, require
SWW to invest in a further
pumping station and longer
pipe lines, which appears to
be the sticking point.

*****

2nd home management service
Property Checks 		

Domestic Cleaning

Window Cleaning

Gardening/Landscaping

All Property Maintenance
On Call Help Line 24hrs

Key Holders
Welcome Packs/Grocery Shopping

Lundy House, Boscastle

For a free no obligation survey please call Avalon on

TEL: 01840 250113

Tel – (01840) 211792
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avalonproperty@btinternet.com

Sewage Works at
Tresuck continued
There has not yet been a
decision regarding secondary
treatment works at Tintagel/
Bossiney. If the Secretary of
State regards these conjoined
villages as a single community
with more than the required
minimum of two thousand
inhabitants then another plant
would be needed in that area just four miles from Boscastle.
The sensible and most
economic solution would be
for SWW to find a site serving
both Tintagel/Bossiney and
Boscastle. Even if finding a
suitable location for a joint
scheme delays the start for
several years, the result would
be more efficient, cheaper to
build, and overcome many of
the problems related to the
present choice.
SWW’s application has
been turned down by the Parish
Council. So far the County
Planning Office has received
180 letters of objection.
Andrew Davey of the
National
Trust
strongly
opposes the choice of site, on
the grounds it would have “a
significant adverse effect” on
the landscape. “Material harm
would be caused…which
is avoidable by siting the
development elsewhere.”
Before coming to a
decision, the County Planning
Department and full Planning
Committee will take part in a
full site meeting 20 December
at 11am. Anyone who wishes
to attend may do so, and
meanwhile express an opinion
for or against the development
by writing to:
Mr E Compton Brown
Cornwall County Council
Planning Department
County Hall
Truro
TR1 3AY
Reference No 07/00574/WAS

CABARET
NIGHT
2007
In the capable hands
of David Lamond and
Peter Chisholm-Taylor
Boscastle’s annual event
of mirth and song
continued to climb new
heights of enjoyment
and plumb depths
of bad taste, as the
laughter and cheers of
the crowd overwhelmed
the performers.
A
staggeringly
talented
team
of
Boscastle
characters
have again surprised the
audience with variations
on well-tried themes.
The sweet lamentation
I Might Learn to Love
Him Later On from
Myrna Lester lifted our
spirits, but the heartfelt
remonstration of David
Pinn (Don’t Put Your
Daughter on the Stage,
Mrs Worthington) has
never been so blatantly
ignored.
Led by (Cheekie
Chappie)
Roger
Nicholls the audience
visibly swelled with joy
as each group belted out
the lines of the Twelve
Days of Christmas.
The skills of pianist
Roy Dinshaw assisted
by
the
delectable
Pauline Kent somehow
managed to control the
musical eccentricities of
the mob.
Belying
their
combined
years,

Copyright photos courtesy David Flower

Daphne Rogers, Myrna
Lester and Marianne Privet
sashayed
entrancingly
through Nobody Loves a
Fairy When She’s Forty
(“Your fairy days are
ending/When your wand
starts a-bending”), suffering
the callousness of former
lovers, who now “like their
magic from a younger bit
of stuff.”
The entendre became
even more double as
Monsieur R Nicholls - with
that sweet innocent leer of
his - regaled the audience
with tales of curious
encounters
experienced
With Me Little Wigga
Wagga in Me Hand
“I’m too old to be
a scrubber,” bewailed
Daphne,
heroine
of
Cinderella. Co-written by
Myrna and Mary Baum,
the
opening
gurgles
of appreciation as the
decidedly mature cast
blundered through this old
favourite - David and Peter
playing the Ugly Sisters
as
generously-endowed
herbaceous borders, Myrna
Fairy Grandmother in

bottle glasses, dogsbody
Marianne, and Roger Toy as
an asylum-seeking Genie - all
swiftly combined to reduce
the audience to hysteria.
If Music be the food
of Love, then the food miraculously dished up to
sixty guests within minutes perfectly complemented the
entertainment. None of this
comes by magic of course. It
needs organizational skills of
a high order, in the shape of
the Pickwicks. The excellent
grub was prepared by Val
Gill and Angela Pethick,
assisted in the kitchen by
Joan Kinsman and Sandy
Darlison. Jane Castling,
Gloria and Len Quinlan and
members of the cast ensured
that food and drink flowed
abundantly and a good time
was had by all.
Held on behalf of
the Village Hall and the
Combined Churches, a total
of £830 was raised over the
two nights. Thanks go to all
who generously contributed
and took part, and we
look forward to a repeat
performance next year.
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I’LL HAVE WHAT YOU’RE HAVING
Possibly many of you will be
familiar with the quite well
known scene from ‘When
Harry met Sally’ in which
Meg Ryan, in a restaurant,
mimics quite convincingly
a moment of intimate joy
which is normally reserved
for rather more private
moments; a woman close by,
who is clearly having some
kind of dark moment with
the menu, and is having a
relatively unexciting time,
says: ‘I’ll have what she’s
having.’ For those of you
who are not acquainted
with this particular moment
of film history, I can send
details in a plain brown
envelope.
Often, we have people
around for a drink, food even,
for the unlucky ones. All of
our friends are fascinatingly
easy to cater for. I say, ‘What
will you have?’ They either
say ‘white’ or ‘red’. I can
cope with that. That’s fine:
it’s straightforward. I pour
the wine, we drink, I pour
more, we drink more. You get
the flavour: the whole thing
is fine. In the unfortunate
event that I have to prepare
a meal, it may be that untold
disasters lie ahead in wait,
but, so far, so good. Let us
not anticipate disaster. But
sometimes, we have (and

they are sweet, sweet people,
let me make that clear: the
fault is all on my side) guests
who, when asked what they
would like say, and I am sure
it is all done out of a sense
of courtesy, ‘I’ll have what
you’re having.’
Right. Let’s just stop
and examine this situation
for a moment. What do
you mean? How can you
possibly know what I might
be wanting at this particular
moment? It just so happened
that I had a passing fancy for
a pint of absinthe.
OK ,so that’s not very
likely, is it? But, say, and here
is the danger, it might be
a cup of fennel tea. Fennel
tea? I hear you cry. I also
hear the wails of the Fennel
Tea Preservation Society,
probably saying something
like ,‘What’s wrong with
a cup of fennel tea?’ ‘Oh,
come on for goodness’ sake,
probably not much, except
the taste.’ I would hastily
add at this point, to avoid
extensive correspondence
from the Fennel Tea
Preservation Society, that
I quite like fennel tea and
drink it fairly frequently.
On the other hand there is
a dark bunch of ruffians our
there who have absolutely
no respect at all for fennel

w r perry & Son
Building contractors
stone masons
roofIng specialists
renovations/extensions
family business - established for
40 years

tel: Boscastle 01840 250081
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tea: and I’m talking about
you, Andrew. You know
who you are.
But back to the serious
issue being addressed in
this article: and I have every
sympathy with those of you
ask whatever kind of serious
issue is being addressed.
Wait. It is the answer to
the question, ‘I‘ll have what
you‘re having‘? There is a
danger here: let me explain.
Let us just say, when Auntie
Edith (I had one ) comes for
an afternoon tea and would
like a sweet sherry: that
would be a disaster in our
house. We have no sweet
sherry in the house. We do
not drink sweet sherry. We
have no negative feelings
about those who drink such
substances, but we do not
propose to go on any kind
of training course to prepare
for the eventuality of where
or when we might have to
risk accepting a sweet sherry,
for fear of giving offence.
I would be alarmed if my
readers, few though they
may be, felt that my mind
hovered dangerously over
the question of sweet sherry;
it does not. Well, not all the
time.
‘Tea or coffee?’ I ask my
husband, (it does happen,
I assure you, that non-

alcoholic drinks pass our lips
during the hours of daylight).
Being a considerate and
thoughtful man, he has a
habit of replying, ‘Tea will
be fine,’ or possibly, ‘Coffee
will be fine.’ Now, I hear
you mutter, ‘What on earth
is wrong with that?’ Well,
nothing
earth-shattering,
really, but just the faintest
suggestion that, ‘Well, OK,
tea/coffee will be fine, but
actually I would truly, madly,
deeply prefer coffee/tea.’ It is
actually a subtle and pretty
advanced mutation of the
‘I’ll have what you’re having’
technique. And I don’t want
our wholesome readers to
imagine for one minute that
any such hanky panky as was
in evidence in ‘When Harry
met Sally’ ever takes place
in our well run household.
Certainly not.
Given my rather critical
view of the gentle and
thoughtful guest who does
not want to put one in a
predicament by asking for
an obscure libation of a fine,
rare and expensive vintage,
as opposed to the wide
variety of Chateau Plonk
served in our establishment,
I was quite taken aback to
hear myself recently, when
asked what I would like to
drink, reply ‘I’ll have what
you’re having.’ So there,
smarty pants.
AR

D SCOTT ELECTRICAL
1, JORDAN VALE OLD ROAD BOSCASTLE CORNWALL PL35 0AJ

SALES & SERVICE
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS

TEL OR FAX: 01840 250155

Opening Hours and Useful Phone Numbers
Boscastle Post Office
Tel: 01840 250259
Monday 8.30am - 1pm 2pm - 5p
Tuesday
9am - 1pm 2pm - 5pm
Wednesday 9am - 1pm 2pm - 5pm
Thursday
9am - 1pm 2pm - 5pm
Friday
Saturday 9.00 - 12.00
FREE Cash machine for Lloyds TSB,
Barclays, Alliance & Leicester, Co-op,
Nationwide and many others

Boscastle Newsagent
Tel: 01840 250419

Cash machine during business hours
Open daily at 7.00 am

Emergency Services: Coastguard,
Fire, Police, Ambulance:
Dial 999
Police Station:
For non-urgent issues: eg to report a crime
or criminal damage, to request police advice
or attendence, to enquire about lost property,
to be connected to a police station, service or
department: 		
08452 777 444
Doctors’ Surgery and out-of-hours
emergency doctor:
01840 250209
NHS Direct (24 hour helpline): 0845 4647
Hospitals:
Bodmin - East Cornwall
01208 251555
Minor Injuries Unit open8 am – 10 pm, seven days a week

Launceston General

01566 765650

Minor Injuries Unit open8 am – 10 pm, seven days a week

Stratton			

01288 287700

Minor Injuries Unit open 24hrs, seven days a week

Mobile Library
Tel: 01208 812202

Calls on alternate Thursdays:
14th & 28th September, 11th & 25th
October, 8th & 22nd November,
6th & 20th December
Wellington Hotel:
11.30 – 11.40
Barn Park, Tintagel Road: 11.45 – 12.05

Waste Tip, Bowithick Quarry
Sanding Road, Tintagel
Tel: 01840 770778
Open Friday to Monday
October to March: 9am to 4pm
(April to September: 9am to 6pm)

Camelford Library
Town Hall, Market Place
Tel: 01840 212409
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday		
Saturday

10.00 - 5.00
10.00 - 5.00
10.00 - 4.00
09.30 - 12.30

Truro -Treliske		
Plymouth - Derriford
Dental Helpline:		

01872 250000
08451 558155
0845 5000 230

NHS Emergency Dental Appt: 01872 354 385
RSPCA: 			

08705 555999

Boscastle Visitor Centre:

01840 250010

Local Churches:
Church of England
Methodist
Catholic

01840 250359
01840 770274
01840 770663

Harbourmaster:
01840 250453
Parish Council:
website: www.boscastlecornwall.org.uk
clerk:		
01840 250440
email clerk:
formin.parish@virgin.net
Village Hall:
Bookings:
01840 250558
Pay phone:		
01840 250171
Community & Recreation Centre:
Bookings:		
01840 250442
Cornwall County Council:
Switchboard:		
01872 322000
North Cornwall District Council:
Main Switchboard
01208 893333
Pest Control		
01208 262800
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Correspondence
Carolyn Edwards writes:

A Very
Big Thank
You
Firstly I would like to say a
huge thank you to Boscastle
Pre School Playschool for
responding the way that they
did at our playgroup session,
the day that I collapsed on
September 11th. They were
all truly wonderful, and
thank you to Jodi Morgan
for getting me to the
Doctor’s surgery too in her
car with Mum’s assistance. A
day which I want to forget.
A big thanks to Kathy
Dean and the team in the
Princess Alexander Ward for
all their help and care over
the 3 weeks before hand.
Thanks to Wheal Agar
Ward at Treliske for helping
me through my operation
and nursing me back to
home.
I would also like to thank
all of my Family who have
looked after me over the
last 6 weeks to better health
again, and made me rest,
and put my feet up, which
comes very hard for me! No
driving for 6 weeks was hard
too!
I’d like to very much
thank all of my Family,
Friends, and customers
for all of my lovely cards,
flowers, fruit, baking, etc
which came in masses! We
were deeply grateful for
everyone’s help and support.
I would like to show my
thanks to the Air Ambulance
since without there presence
that day I would not be here;
they did a great job getting
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me there in 15 minutes. I
will be having a fundraising
event shortly in the New
Year to show them my
appreciation, maybe a coffee
morning or something.?
(Watch this space as they
say) As it costs thousands to
keep them flying in the air,
here in Cornwall.
I am back to work
now, just in time for the
Christmas rush and I thank
all of my customers for you
patience and kindness while
I have been off work, and I
would like to thank Vanessa
and Mandy for helping them
out during this time.
Best Wishes for now
from Carolyn.

John Hopkins sent the
following letter to the
Parish Council. It is a
matter of general interest;
what are your thoughts?
Dear Sirs,
I would like to bring to your
attention my belief that the
level of street lighting in the
Pentargon Road, Eglos View,
Trefleur Close, area is far in
excess of what is necessary.
When you compare the light
levels to some of the older
roads in Boscastle, there is a
clear disparity. If some of the
street lighting in the subject
area was removed, you might
be able to provide adequate
lighting in Paradise Road,
where I have in fact bumped
into another person, because
it was so dark.
I have attached a plan
which shows the positioning
of street lights, some of
which are little more than
10 Metres apart. I have
apportioned numbers to the
lights as follows
1. This is one light that

I feel must be removed/
deactivated, all it illuminates
is the field, and the back
gardens of Pentargon Road/
Trefleur Close.
2. These lights overlap the
areas covered by lights (3)
below.
3. These are the lights which
I feel would be sufficient
illumination for all practical
purposes.
When we are all being
exhorted to reduce carbon
emissions, and limit the
damage to the planet and
our effect on its wildlife, I do
not feel that we can justify
illuminating the subject area
to the level that you can read
a newspaper at night. I am

sure that the Council could
better use the money spent
on Electricity, rather than
wasting it as at present.
Other benefits will be a
reduction in light pollution.
I would much rather enjoy
the beauty of the night sky
rather than bright orange
street lights, and I am sure
that the wildlife in the field
behind our houses would
much rather go about their
business in the dark instead
of being illuminated like
Trafalgar Square 12 hours a
night.
I await you view on this with
interest.
Yours faithfully
John Hopkins

Prestige Wedding Photography
Telephone 01840 230008 for an informal discussion

www.prestigeweddingphotography.co.uk

Correspondence

Peter Steege specified the
format for his letter. We are
glad he is well.
Re: Doctor’s Corner
I had no symptoms.
I had a PSA Test.
I had Prostate Cancer.
I am better.
Peter B Steege
Arthur Bannister, received
the following letter from
Sarah Melton.
Hello Mr Bannister,
I have just seen the back
page of the latest edition of
the blowhole and wondered
if you had any contact info
for the chap who was billeted
with my great-grandparents
during the war. Please feel free
to pass on my email address
to him if he is so inclined or
my home address, it would
lovely to put him in contact
with my father (Trevanion’s
son) David who also spent
most of the war years staying
with Ernest and Ann and
Jane Cory the nanny. I shall
be sending Dad and his sister,
my Aunt Judy, a copy of the
Blowhole shortly.

Attached (above right)
is a photograph of
Ernest William and Ann
Tregidgo Couch (both
buried at Forrabury) and
two of their 3 children
Vallie (Joyce Bellamy
Couch Buckingham) and
Ernest Trevanion Couch
(my grand-father) taken
at Boscastle harbour in
the 1930s. Also attached
(right) is a picture of
my great-grandmother
Ann T B Couch, as a
young woman; she was

the twin sister of
George Bellamy of
Willapark.
Should
you
come across anyone
who
remembers
any of the family
including the
Bellamys at
Willapark I should
be happy to be put
in contact with
them.
Shame about
the lower bridge
– oh well we tried!
Best wishes,

CLOVELLY CLOTHING

Sarah
Melton
(nee Couch)
Tintagel

The Bridge, Boscastle - tel: 01409 281 381

REGATTA WRANGLER
CRAGHOPPERS
FULL RANGE OF WATERPROOF/BREATHEABLE
CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR

The best of British Clothing
for the worst of British weather

SHOPS ALSO AT
BUDE - CLOVELLY - BARNSTAPLE
SHOP WITH US ON-LINE AT:
www.clovellyclothing.co.uk

If you wish to get in touch with
Sarah, you can do so via Arthur or
the Blowhole .

A M HIRCOCK
PLUMBING AND HEATING
General Plumbing
Oil Central Heating
Oil boiler, Rayburn & Aga servicing

01840 250320
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Strange Language
Ann Rodda muses on written instructions which mystify rather than clarify:
I have to confess that I impression that I had some the other hand, I am pretty
am somewhat confused. faint grasp of the noble smart at the pluperfect
Having purchased, not art of dominoes. Clearly, subjunctive: OK, so how
bought, you realise, a I was mistaken. My alarm useful is that? Had I but
beverage, rather than a increased when I read on. known. There’s a joke for
drink, I’m not sure I can This is true. I quote. ‘His a few of you. Welcome to
continue without some kind heibour leftward has to ask my sad club. I should also
of state support, or possibly between his plates such confess that the address on
a grant of some kind. I will that in one of its (what a the instructions says Sofia,
explain. I bought a set of relief to find no aberrant Bulgaria. Now, you might
dominoes, complete with apostrophe) halfs has the quite reasonably ask me
instructions. I will not bore same number of dots as about my skills at Bulgarian.
you with the complete set the first plate laying on the The reply would be quite
of instructions, although table.’ Right: I hope you’ve short, and certainly not in
on receipt of a stamped got that. Because I am Bulgarian. In my defense I
addressed envelope, I quite definitely confused. make the point that I am
would be happy to forward I do not know how to ask not employed to translate
Domino instructions into
a photocopy of the small between my plates.
and perfectly formed
I think I should confess Bulgarian
document.
I have to thank the
at this point that I am
pretty poor at dominoes. In National Trust, Basildon
plates flatwise
fact, I would almost give it House branch, for the
This document tells me
a capital letter out of sheer following gem of clarity:
that ‘the player who has the
respect. But then many ‘It is not our policy to sell
most doble dots…starts
things confuse me: mostly alcohol to anyone who
putting his plates flatwise.’
useful things, such as how appears to be under the
It was at this point that
to work the video recorder. age of 21 without proof of
I became confused, as
I will not ramble on about being over the age of 18’.
I had spent much of
that, because it seems to me Yes, I think I know what
my
childhood
under
that it is a fairly common you mean, although one
the obviously mistaken
cause of complaint. On might appreciate a small
tincture of the said alcohol
to help oneself recover from
the ordeal of understanding
the notice.

poor old grocer
I may be forced to
expound, irritatingly for
some, on the presence
of the above mentioned
aberrant apostrophe, often
attributed quite unfairly to
the poor old grocer. I am
certain that many grocers
are fine upstanding citizens
and are thoroughly irritated
by being unfairly linked to
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a wandering punctuation
mark. To say nothing of
‘apple’s @ 49p per pound’.
There is a small pub not a
million miles from Boscastle
which once claimed in
proud lettering to have on
offer an ‘Exten’sive Me’nu’.
Beat that. And not a grocer
in sight. I hope the chef
was better than the sign
writer. No doubt all the
mushrooms are ‘morning
gathered’, the scallops
‘pan seared’ and all the
ingredients ‘nestle on a
bed of crisp leaves’. What
other choices of container
are open to you if you
wish to ‘sear’ a scallop? A
pan sounds like a sensible
choice to me.

hot when heated
I have mentioned
elsewhere,
serving
suggestions
on
food
packaging
often
veer
dangerously near the
patronising. Almost as
irritating as the Serving
Suggestion on, for example,
a tin of Corned Beef. What?
Open the tin and put
the contents on a plate? I
would never have managed
to think of that unaided.
Get the consultants in. I
am increasingly irritated
by the instructions on
products. Why do I
need to be warned that a
product may be hot when
heated? If it were not hot,
after I had gone to all the
trouble of heating it, then
would I be able to claim
compensation? To cap it all
continued on next page

Strange
Language

continued

the other day, I was advise
to remove all packaging
before placing an item (a
pizza, I have to confess:
ever the gourmet) in a
hot oven: and I had been
looking forward to eating
the roasted cardboard box,
even searing it in a pan.
As luck would have it,
many of the instructions
now come in a charming
range of languages: so
we have gobbldegook
in not only a range of
European languages, but
in many other less familiar
tongues.
In fact, I am now
actively seeking games with
instructions
translated
from the original Bulgarian,
Russian, or indeed any
other foreign language, in
the hope that the arcane
secrets of, say, chess or
bridge may be revealed to
me. I am fundamentally
incompetent at both
bridge and chess, but if
I have to ask between
my plates when I play
dominoes, who knows
what may be expected of
me, and indeed, what giant
steps forward I could take
with the properly written
instructions.

PARISH COUNCIL NEWS
Forrabury and Minster
Parish Council meet in the
Village Hall on the second
Thursday of each month.
Members of the public
are invited to attend and
public participation is
permitted before the start
of the meeting at 7 pm.

South West
Water
A planning application
for a treatment sewage
plant to be sited at Tresuck
Farm has been submitted
to the County Council.
This was discussed at the
November meeting of the
Parish Council. A letter
of objection from the
National Trust was read
out and a report from the
Sewage Action group was
also discussed.

The main areas of concern
were as follows:1 The owner of the land
is not willing to sell to
SWW.
2 The works would have
an adverse visual impact
in an area of outstanding
natural beauty and a
coastal heritage site.

3 There has been no
geological survey of the
land. Excavation of the land
would have a high carbon
cost and would alter the
landscape significantly.
4 Odour pollution of local
homesteads
5 The application does not
address the problem of the
continued use of the old,
leaking outfall pipe. This
should be extended in order
for it to discharge below
water level at low tide.
6 A decision should
be postponed until the
outcome of the Tintagel/
Bossiney
enquiry
is
known.
Following lengthy
discussion of these and
other points the Parish
Council
refused
the
application by four votes to
two with one abstention.

Unitary Authority
Cornwall has been granted
unitary authority and

District Councillor Janey
Comber has asked the
Parish Council if they
would be prepared to join
Camelford Town Council
and various other Parish
Councils to join one of the
two pilot schemes that are
to be set up as a community network partnership.
The Parish Council has
indicated their willingness
to participate in such a
scheme.

Telephone Box
BT has agreed that it may
be possible to install a
temporary pay telephone in
the Visitor Centre until the
permanent one is placed in
the Gateway building.

Playground
The opening ceremony
has been postponed until
Spring of 2008.
Contact FMPC via the
clerk on: 250440 or email
formin.parish@virgin.net

Adrian & Staff
Welcome you to the

Cobweb Inn
BOSCASTLE, CORNWALL

▪ FREE HOUSE ▪ REAL ALES ▪ BAR SNACKS ▪
▪ FAMILY ROOM ▪ RESTAURANT ▪
Ring (01840) 250278

LIVE MUSIC SATURDAY NIGHTS, TILL MIDNIGHT
Saturday 17th December Mississippi Burning
Saturday 22nd December Blue Slate
New Year’s Eve Whiskey Theives

Seasons Greetings to all our customers
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Pete’s Peeps
at the Past
1 FEB 1828
A Bargain and Sale
John Cook, a day labourer, appeared at
sessions at Five Lanes, on a summons
brought by the overseers at Tintagel to
shew cause why he did not support his
wife & children; he said he sold her at
a public market at Camelford for halfa-crown to man she now lives with &
borne 7 children. He will probably
have to pay a reasonable sum to the
parish or visit the tread-mill.
19 NOV 1830
The Workhouse at Penzance
At the workhouse at Penzance there are
only 47 paupers as inmates, the total
age of 20 of these is upwards to 1600
years, average age being 80 yrs. Of the
27 young paupers, 2 are idiots and 8
are under 10 years old.
6 APRIL 1838
Spare Diet and Hard Labour
Bodmin gaol is not as healthy as before
since the use of a hand-mill, the surgeon
and governor said they didn’t object to
prisoners’ hard work or diminished size
but did to their health, mainly due to
spare diet and hard labour.

Boscastle
Visitor
Centre

Telephone:(01840) 250010
E-mail:boscastlevc@btconnect.com
www.visitboscastleandtintagel.com

Open Daily

1st March - 31st October
10.00am - 5.00pm
1st November - 29th February
10.30am - 4.00pm
Wide selection of books and leaflets on:
Wildlife, Local History, Walking guides,
Maps, Tide Tables & Geology guides.
Accommodation Booking Service
Eden Tickets on sale
Photo copying & Fax available
Public Internet Access
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There was a tread-mill adapted in 1838
to grind corn and a hand-mill, but 20
prisoners ground the same corn in a
week as a watermill in 1 hour. Crime
was so much on the increase that at
1841 the treadmill yard was enlarged
to take four more tread wheels.
19 OCT 1838
Crime and Illiteracy
A school has been formed in Bodmin
gaol and many men & boys have learnt
to read. The school was suspended but
the chaplain urged for a permanent
teacher when the first one was sent to
the treadmill for misconduct.
[An extract from the chaplain’s report,
of the 33 prisoners on trial some
formerly punishable by death, only 1
could read or write, 21 could write their
names & knew the alphabet, while the
remainder were entirely illiterate.]
13 JUNE 1845
An Idle Fellow of Liskeard
Richard Oliver alias Darning Needle,

an idle fellow of Liskeard was taken
into custody at Camelford by the Excise
Officer for hawking diluted spirit in
bladders under pretence of it being
smuggled. He was taken before Rev S
Chilcott & in default of a £25 penalty
was sent for 3 months hard labour
at Bodmin. His brother before him
was committed the same for hawking
tobacco.
21 MAY 1847
Food Riots in Wadebridge
A large body of men from Delabole
quarries approached the Quay to
stop the owners shipping their corn,
no outrage was committed, the men,
400 of them were in want of food, the
magistrates & others bought all the
bread in the town and handed over
them on their way home. A lot more
men joined them after to realise a riot
and marched to the cellars which were
empty & the ship had sailed.
[Distress and hunger was widespread in
Cornwall due to a general depression
in agriculture & mining. In weeks
preceding the harvest many food riots
seized corn, meat & butter & forced
to sell at a lower price by the working
population. Hunger was so prevalent,
alcohol production meant a waste of
food in the form of grain, that 300
Callington miners pledged teetotalism
for 6 months in 1847.]

Raymond, Taylor, Hayes

DEREK M. WOOD
Accountant And Auditor
Accounts Preparation
Auditing
Personal & Company taxation
Book-Keeping, V.A.T.
Cash Flows & Projections

INITIAL DISCUSSION
FREE OF CHARGE
‘Cedars’, Trefleur Close
Boscastle

01840 250015

MILLER’S PANTRY
At The Old Mill
01840 250223
Decorative Home
Accessories &
Unusual Gifts
Coffee + Light + Teas
Lunches

Auntie Ann’s Agony Column

All your problems given a sympathetic and realistic appraisal

Dear Auntie Ann
Could you advise me on the correct
behaviour when one is invited to
acquaintances for dinner and one’s
small wine glass is not refilled, even
after several pointed remarks?
Fenella. Ward 7
Auntie Ann replies:
Several suggestions: firstly, never
return. Secondly, serve yourself
from your own cool-box, which
you should keep by your seat
at all times. Thirdly, invite them
back and insist on serving home
made crab apple wine and 100%
proof rum. Fourthly, warn all your
friends. Seriously, leave and never
return.
Dear Auntie Ann
Please help me. I find
myself in possession of a
current passport photo, for
my own passport, that is,
which bears an uncanny
resemblance to ET. What
is even more disturbing
is that I have twice been
allowed to pass in and
out of this country with
no official appearing to
notice that I carry the
documentation of an
alien. Please advise
Ethel Thompson.

CLAIRVOYANT

Auntie Ann says:
Dear Ethel, or may I call you
ET. Please try not to worry. The
phenomenon you describe is
sadly happening more and more,
particularly to people in one’s own
age group, whatever that happens
to be. It is part of a Government
Initiative, WPM (Wasting Public
Money) in pursuit of an EU target,
WPU (Winding People Up) which
aims for 75% of the population to
be in possession of unflattering
and irritating documentation by
the year 2112. Well on target, of
course.

Dear Auntie Ann
I am a woman of mature
years, that is to say, it
quite some time since
anyone thought to ask
whether I am old enough
to be bought an alcoholic
drink: even when someone
is buying the second bottle.
However, I do like to feel that
I am at the cutting edge of
fashion. Unfortunately,
all the fashion pages in the
newspapers and magazines
I read seem to be filled with
pictures of women tottering
on high heels, showing their

MYRTLE COTTAGE
BED & BREAKFAST & TEA GARDEN

ANNE OLORENSHAW

PRIVATE
READINGS
FORE STREET, BOSCASTLE
CORNWALL
PL35 0AX

01840 250245

01840 230505

TEA, COFFEE, TV, CENTRAL HEATING

£27.50 per person per night

Auntie Ann says:
A couple of the local charity shops
do a mean line in really sharp gear.
Most importantly, keep your eye on
the Post Office window: there’s a
Jumble Sale soon near you.

Dear Auntie Ann
Can you tell me how to make an
appointment at a local hospital
without subjecting my GP and myself
to endless, repetitive and largely
pointless correspondence?
An NHS statistic.
Auntie Ann says :
No. But take comfort from the
fact that you are acting as a
valuable resource for helping NHS
managers reach their targets.
Closely linked to the WPM and
WPU targets mentioned to
previous correspondent, is the NHS
Initiative, LNTC (Letting Nature
Take Its Course)- which encourages
patients to help managers meet
their targets by encouraging them
to explode with spontaneous
irritation, making further
intervention superfluous.
Answers to Crossword:
Across 1 confabulate 11 axiomatic 12 Rome
16 boycott 17 ibex 18 dull 19 opt 20 cite
21 Nile 23 et 24 decry 28 aeon 30 ire 31 skua
32 soak 34 up 35 grandiose 37 manor 39 ink
40 ban 43 prison 45 nave 46 it 47 awesome 50
nee 51 rod 53 bollard 55 vielle 56 Ann
57 yeast
Down 1 candid 2 ox 3 niblick 4 fool 5 Amy
6 bacon 7 utopia 8 little 9 act 10 Erica 13 obi
14 meter 15 Exeter 22 eosin 25 esparto
26 rugosa 27 yarrow 29 nook 30 ikebana 33 as
34 umpire 36 disobey 38 ni 41 aver 42 needle
44 nervy 48 mole 49 Ella 52 din 54 Les

Help, Guidance, Advice

knobbly knees and looking
generally exceedingly silly.
How can you help me find my
fashion way?
Name withheld (for fear of
comments about tottering even
without high heels.)
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Martin’s Sporting Briefs

1. Burly centre-back, Mark
Collins, had an enforced
early season break from
playing football after
seeing “red” in consecutive
matches.

2. Billiard and snooker
player, Mike Burnard, has
swapped his cue for a “set
of balls” and is practising
hard on a Monday evening
at the Boscastle Short Mat
Bowls Club.
3.
Is
Sam
Washer
contemplating a move
abroad to resurrect his
football career? He recently
went on a trip to Italy and
it wasn’t known if it was to
discuss personal terms with
a lower division team or to
visit a friend.
4. Any injured footballers
in Boscastle will now
receive the best treatment
following the donation of a
state of the art First Aid kit
from ex-player and retired
farmer Tony Seldon.
5. The multi-talented Sam
Abbott who had a good
summer playing cricket
and golf, has recently
taken up playing snooker
for Boscastle B, and is also
playing a starring role as a
defender for the Boscastle
reserves.
6. The excessive workload of
farming, snooker, tourism
and council business seems
to have finally taken its toll
on Parish councillor Antony
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Brewer. Recently he was
doing yet another of his
jobs (cutting the football
pitch) when he had to
stop in the centre circle
for a quick forty winks to
ease his exhaustion.
7. Following the mass
exodus
of
players,
Boscastle team has had to
rebuild. They had a poor
start to the season and
by the end of October,
manager, Richard Pethick,
had more points on his
driving licence than the
team had in the league.
A few recent victories has
seen the team gradually
climb out of the relegation
dogfight
8. Boscastle Football Club
had a recent boost to club
funds when they held a
successful Quiz night at
Tintagel Football Club.
Sixteen teams of four were
in attendance with the
joint winners being teams
lead by Dave Bosky and
Gary Boyde.
9.
Boscastle
second
team are now under new
management as local
shopkeeper, Guy Lane
de Courtin of Cornish
Stores has taken up the
challenge of managing a
team that was in danger
of folding due to lack of
players. Due largely to
his efforts and knowledge
of the game, the team
is now fielding eleven
players every week. The
standard of play is steadily
improving and following
five straight losses they
have now notched up

three wins. This has seen
them move off the bottom
of the league.
10. Locally born jockey,
Liam Heard, is still doing
well in the world of horse
racing, with two victories
at a recent race meeting at
Ascot.
11. As the visitors disappear
and the darker evenings
descend, so the locals
return to the village pubs to
play in the Pool and Darts
Leagues. The Cobweb Inn
has three pool and two darts
teams in various leagues,
while the Nap has a team in
the Ladies Monday Night
League. All the teams are
doing ok so far with Sherry
Claridge leading the way in
the Ladies Darts League,

with her score of 160 being
the highest to date.
In the next edition there
will be reports on:1.
Stephen Wickett’s
weekend at the Donkey
Sanctuary.
2. How Neil Costello is
progressing with his tractor
lessons.
3. An update on Steve
Jose’s first few months
as Chairman of Tintagel
Cricket Club.
4. How much Emma
Goreham has improved a s a
“spoofer”! AND…………
5. Whether the plans have
been submitted for a church
and post office at the new
Tregatheral Village.

Boscastle Pre-School Playgroup Celebrates

‘Where learning and play go hand in hand.’
We held our yearly Safari serving us delicious sweets,
Supper on Saturday 10th cheese and biscuits, coffee
November. It was a brilliant and a superb live band to
night very well supported end our evening.
and attended, and we raised
♦A big thank you to all of
just under £1000. This was our local business’s, parents,
our best fundraiser ever.
and friends who between
We would like to very much
thank the following:

them all donated 50 raffle
prizes.

♦Carolyn Edwards, whose
original idea it was and who
works incredibly hard to get
everyone motivated and coordinated.

♦To Andy and Margaret
Pascoe
from
Tintagel
Londis for their kindness
in supplying the alcohol on
sale or return basis.

Collings
our
♦Nikki
valued chair person who was
Carolyn’s right hand in the
project.

♦To everyone else who
worked hard on the day to
make it such a great success.

♦Joan Kinsman, who gave
up her home and time to host
the sherry’s and delicious
nibbles, thanks also to her
helpers, Lynn and Malcolm
Biddick Sandy and Jerricha
Darlison.
♦To all the helpers at the
soup venue Nikki, Carolyn
, and Jackie who made
the soups; the Dads, Steve
Edwards and Mark Collings
who served up the soup
with the help of Maureen
Edwards, Barb Sullivan and
Emma Miller for washing
up, and Aunty Lynn for
serving the bar and raffles.
♦To the very kind new
owners of the Spinning
Wheel and their staff for
putting on such a lovely
meal for us, and thank you
for letting us provide our
own wine! We welcome you
to our village and wish you
all the very best.
♦To Tracey Menhenick,
Adrian and the staff at the
Cobweb for your very kind
hospitality on the night,

We
had
an
Ofsted
inspection this Autumn
and are very proud of the
report they gave. We have
Aunty Lynn, Emma Miller,
Kizzy Lockyear, and Lorna
Commings to thank for their
hard work and dedication
which by necessity entails
much unpaid time being
put in.
Thanks also to those busy
parents, who manage, often
with great difficulty to serve
on our committee, as without
them, we would be unable to
run. Boscastle itself can feel
proud, because without its
sense of community spirit
which comes to the fore
when needed, we would not
be here now.
Boscastle
Playgroup
has now been running for
nearly 40 years, a great
achievement. This is also a
chance to thank Aunty Joan
(Cork) who was the founder
of Boscastle Playgroup and
ran it for many years. We
are lucky that she has shared
her skills and knowledge
with us all. ‘The child comes

first, learning is fun’ is still
the basis on which we work,
and why we did so well in
our latest Ofsted report.
The full report can be
viewed online, here are some
of the comments that the
inspector made:
‘Children are very happy,
enthusiastic, and content.’
‘Meticulous attention is
given to settling in children
comfortably
into
the
playgroup.’
‘Children and their families
are greatly valued.’
‘All involved here, work
exceptionally well together
to
support
children’s
individual needs and their
ongoing developments.’
‘The quality of teaching and
learning is good. There are
several outstanding aspects
to the provisions. The
supervisor leads the team
very well. A very good play
environment is planned and
provided for the children.
‘Children are at ease here
because staff’s management
of their behaviour is

exemplary, receiving plenty
of praise for their efforts.’
Playgroup Sessions are held
at Boscastle Village Hall,
Gunpool Lane. Come and
enjoy a free session with us
by calling Lynn Lockyear,
(Supervisor), on 01840
250673 or Emma Milleron
on 01840 212591.
All Welcome.
Activities that we do in
our sessions include: Music
and Movement, Dance,
Water and Sand, Wildlife
walks. Clay modelling,
Planting,
Story
time,
Painting, Collage, Sticking
and Gluing, and much
more
Thanks again to everyone: it
is you that makes it possible
for playgroup to stay open;
this also helps the school
as children tend to go to
Boscastle School after their
time at our Playgroup. CE
Our opening times are:
Monday: 9.30-12 ages 3-5
Tuesday: 9.30-12 ages 2-5
Wednesday: 9.30-12ages 3-5 years,
also parent & baby/toddlers10-12.
Thursday: 9 30-12 ages 2-5
Friday: 9 30-12 ages 2-5
Lunch Club everyday from 12-1pm
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These pictures were taken
by Cliff Cheeseman as he
tours round the village on his
disability scooter, camera in
hand.
Do you know whereabouts
in Boscastle he was when he
took them?
Answers on page 30
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